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METROPOLITAN SIGNIFICANCE REVIEW REPORT
MALL OF AMERICA AND FANTASYWORLD IN THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON
PUBLIC HEARING PROCEDURES
The public hearing shall be conducted in a manner designed to protect the
rights of all persons and parties and ensure fundamental fairness. The
following procedures shall govern the publ ic hearing conducted by the Metropolitan Significance Review Committee.
Under the metropolitan significance review rules, these procedures may be
modified by the chair of the Metropol itan Significance Review Committee.
PROCEDURES FOR INTERESTED PERSONS
Only evidence formally presented to the committee shall be considered in making
the findings and recommendation of the committee.
All evidence received shall be submitted under oath and made a part of the
record.
All witnesses shall be subject to cross-examination by the parties and the
committee.
The chair of the committee may, on the request of any party or on her own
initiative, 1imit the amount and scope of direct and cross-examination and
presentation.
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All hearings shall be transcribed or tape recorded.

Written testimony will be accepted until Dec. 2, 1985, the close of the publ ic
hearing record.
PROCEDURES FOR PARTIES
Pursuant to Minn. Rules Ch.s700.24oo (1983), the chair of the Metropolitan
Significance Review Committee has issued the following order which appl ies to
the cities of Bloomington and Minneapol is, the Triple Five Corp. and the
Metropolitan Council.
1.

By the close of business on or before Nov. 12, 1985, each party shall
submit to the committee and to each party the name and address of each
witness who will submit direct testimony. By the close of business on or
before Nov. 15, 1985, each party shall submit to the committee and each
party the name and address of each rebuttal witness whom it intends to call
fol lowing the cross examination of witnesses pursuant to paragraph four
below.

2.

Direct testimony shall be 1imited to sworn, prefi led, written testimony,
submitted to the review committee and to each party on or before the close
of business Nov. 13, 1985. Whether witnesses shall be entitled to make a
brief oral summary of their direct testimony shall be the subject of a
future order.

3.

4.

Documentary evidence shall be 1imited to documents submitted to the
committee and to each party on or before Nov. 13, 1985, except that
documentary evidence, the availability of which could not reasonably have
been foreseen prior to Nov. 13, 1985, may be entered into the record during
the publ ic hearing upon approval by the chair of the committee.
Upon commencement of the pUblic hearing on Nov. 20, 1985, an attorney or
other representative of each party shall be entitled to make an opening
statement to the committee. Such statement shall not exceed 30 minutes.
-The order of witnesses shall be the sUbject of a future order.

5.

Each witness who has submitted prefi led written testimony shall be subject
to cross-examination. Cross-examination shall be 1imited to that which is
necessary for a full and true disclosure of material facts respecting the
issues which the committee must decide. Repetitious or nonproductive crossexamination or cross-examination on remote issues will not be permitted.
Only one attorney or other person shall be permitted to cross-examine any
witness on behalf of a party. Cross-examination of any witness by any
party shall be limited to 30 minutes. Upon completion of cross-examination, a witness shall be entitled to present redirect oral testimony not to
exceed 15 minutes. Redirect testimony shall be 1imited to matters raised
on cross-examination. Redirect testimony, if any, may be followed by
recross-examination, 1imited to 10 minutes per party per witness.

6.

Upon completion of e~amination pursuant to paragraph five above, each party
may call direct oral testimony rebuttal witnesses identified pursuant to
paragraph one above. Rebuttal testimony shall be limited to-15 minutes per
witness. Cross-e~amination shall be limited to matters rai.sed on direct
and shall be limited to 15 minutes per party per witness.

7.

The metropolitan significance review may take such time as its chair shall
permit to question any witness, which questioning shall occur after
completion of the examination pursuant to paragraph six above.

8.

Within five days of the close of the hearing or at the close of business
on Dec. 2, 1985, whichever comes first, the attorney or other representative of any party may submit written argument to the committee and to each
party (not to exceed 15 double-spaced, type-written 8-1/2xll pages), and
proposed findings and recommendations.
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METROPOLITAN SIGNIFICANCE REVIEW REPORT
MALL OF AMERICA AND FANTASYWORLD IN THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON
AUTHORITY TO REVIEW
A metropolitan significance review of the proposed Mall of America and Fantasyworld was initiated by the Metropol itan Council on Sept. 26, 1985, pursuant to
the Metropo1 itan Significance Act of 1976 (MSA 473.173). The act, together
with metropo1 itan significance rules and regulations adopted on Jan. 16, 1978,
provides for the identification and review of all proposed matters alleged to
be of metropo1 itan significance. The standards for making an allegation of
metropolitan significance include both metropo1 itan system effects and effects
on local governmental units other than the situs governmental unit.
The purpose of the review, as stated in the rules and regulations, is to assure
that the total effect of a proposed matter of metropol itan significance is
considered and that the orderly and economic development of the Metropolitan
Area is promoted, thereby protecting the health, safety and welfare of the
residents of the area.
The review of the Mall of America and Fantasywor1d was initiated by Council
resolution accompanied by an information submission which alleged that the
proposed development may present an impact on metropo1 itan systems and has the
potential to substantia1iy affect the existing or planned land use or
development in local government units other than the city of Bloomington.
Following initiation of a metropo1 itan significance review, a significance
review report is prepared by 'Council staff under the direction of the chair of
the Council. It is to contain an objective description of the project, to
analyze issues raised regarding the project and to make a recommendation as to
whether the project is of metropo1 itan significance and, if so, what action by
the Council is appropriate. The report is to be the subject of the public
hearing conducted by the significance review committee which makes a recommendation on the metropol itan significance of the proposed development to the
Council. If the Council determines that the development meets the criteria in
the rules for metropol itan significance, the Council may choose to take no
action, to amend its pol icy plan to accomodate the project, to propose modifications to the project that would alleviate any adverse effect, or suspend any
action (construction) on the project for up to a one-year period following the
issuance of its final determination.
The metropo1 itan significance rules and regulations provide that the Council
must complete its review and make its determination within 90 days from the
date of commencement. The 90-day period ends on Dec. 26, 1985.
SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY STATEMENTS
The metropol itan significance review rules provide that the parties and
interested persons have 20 days fol lowing commencement of the review in which
to submit prel iminary statements containing information, opinions and facts
bearing on the issue. The parties to this review are the city of Bloomington,
the Triple Five Corp., the ci~y of Minneapol is and the Council. Statements
received by the Council are summarized below.

1.

Metropol itan Council prel iminary statement is I imited to indicating the
scope of the significance review report presented here and to defining the
basic development and economic elements of the proposed project.

2.

City of Bloomington asserts in its prel iminary statement that the proposed
development is consistent with the concepts and criteria developed in the
city's comprehensive planning process. The Bloomington statement includes
a summary of the publ ic subsidies proposed in the development agreement,
discusses the impact of the project on property taxes, specifically on
fiscal disparities, and contends that the investment in regional systems
needed to support the project is more than offset by the tax revenues that
will be generated from the project. With regard to transportation funding,
the city recommends that the legislature appropriate sufficient funds from
the new state revenues generated by the project to pay for all necessary
highway improvements. Bloomington1s statement provides estimates of
employment generated by the mall and the retail sales capture projected for
the mall both from non-tourists and tourists. The city also discusses the
synergism between the retai l/amusement component of the mall and the
proposed convention center and contends that the Bloomington convention
center will not compete with the Minneapolis convention center.

3.

Triple Five Corp. states that the metropolitan significance process
historically has had I imited use by the Council because it can adversely
affect intermunicipal cooperation and al low parochial interests to override
state and regional benefits. Triple Five contends that the review's scope
should be limited to matters over which the Council has jurisdiction,
noting that projections or predictions of economic activity are largely
speculation. The prel iminary statement also describes the proposed
development and provides estimates of employment (permanent full-time
jobs); it also asserts that there will be significant secondary or
'Ispinoff ll development accruing to the area from the project. Triple Five
provides estimates of net new revenue to the state and projects the number
of tourists attracted to the mall. The statement also discusses the trade,
exhibit and convention facil ities proposed for the site and promotes the
mal I location as the type of facil ity I ikely to attract national conventions. With regard to retail activity, the corporation states that new
major retail facil ities do not over time adversely affect existing retail,
including the downtowns. The retail element of the mall will not displace
other businesses as would the alternative office/hotel proposals.

4.

City of Minneapolis addresses a wide range of topics in its prel iminary
statement, including economic issues such as retail activity, tax revenues,
tourism effects, a second convention center and financing of the project.
Development issues are also addressed, such as transportation improvements
and funding, air quality and noise impacts, airport use, and water and
sewer issues. Minneapolis conducted several detailed analyses of the
impact of the proposed development and uses the findings from these to
challenge assertions made by the developer and by the city of Bloomington.
Minneapol is concludes from its study of tourism that only ten percent of
the new visitors trips projected from the development would occur.
Minneapol is also challenges Triple Five Corp. forecasts of retail sales and
estimates of per capita retail expenditures and concludes that the mall
would have a major adverse impact on retail sales, employment and assessed
valuation of other major regional shopping centers. The prel iminary statement also concludes that the mall wil I draw sightseeing visitors away from
existing sightseeing activities. Minneapol is estimates net new employment
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from the mall at 600, far short of Triple Five's estimate of net new employment of more than 20,000. The city estimates the transportation improvements needed for the mall in the amount of $330 mill ion. Minneapo1 is
raises the issue of risk of fai lure and the 1ike1 ihood of serious loss
should the mall fail to perform as claimed by the developer.
5.

City of Edina expresses its concern about the effect of the project on the
regional transportation system and on existing retail activity.

6.

Association of Metropolitan Municipal ities supports the metropo1 itan significance review. The association states that the review should be conducted
free of the influence of the administrative and legislative branches of the
government. The association recommends that, following this significance
review, the Council look at the adequacy of the metropo1 itan significance
regulations and in the future review all proposed major projects in the
region.

7.

Metropo1 itan Waste Control Commission indicates that it has adequate
capacity to serve the development but a comprehensive sewer plan amendment
is needed from the city for commission review and approval.

8.

Greater Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce commends the Council for initiating.
the review.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
The Mal 1 of America and Fantasywor1d is a mixed use projeot to be enclosed
under one roof on the 85-acre site formerly occupied by the Metropo1 itan
Stadium (see A~tachment 1). The project may also use an additional· 40-acre
parcel immediately east of the stadium property. The project consists of 10.5
mill ion square feet including:
o five mi 11 ion square feet retail shopping mall (four mill ion square feet of
gross leasable area), including eight department and major food stores and
about 800 shops
o one mill ion square feet Fantasywor1d including a water park, submarine
lake, a space and science center exhibit, ice arena, Fantasyworld pavilion,
rol ler rink and other amusement faci1 ities
o 500,000 square feet convention center of which not less than 300,000 square
feet would be uti1 ized as an exhibit area.
(The change from a one million
square feet faci lity was communicated to the Significance Review Committee
in an October 10, 1985 letter from Myron Ca10f, representing Triple Five.)
o two mi 11 ion square feet of hotel space, which represents 2,000 hotel rooms
o two mi 11 ion square feet of office space
The development projected for the Mall of America and Fantasywor1d represents a
significant change in use, intensity and staging for the stadium site from that
found in the generic environmental impact statement (EIS) prepared for the Airport South District of Bloomington which includes the stadium site. The
generic EIS was prepared based on the Bloomington Comprehensive Plan in response to the Counci 1 IS recommendation in its review of the plan that
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additional land use and transportation analysis was needed to determine the
impact on metropol itan systems. Tables 1 through 3 illustrate the differences
between the generic EIS and the Mall of America/Fantasyworld projections.
The development proposed in the generic EIS for the stadium site was about four
million square feet.
(This is based on calCUlating hotel rooms at 700 square
feet per room and housing units at 1,000 square feet per unit.) The mall complex is more than 2 1/2 times larger at 10.5 mill ion square feet. The
predominant land use proposed in the generic EIS was office (45 percent of all
new development), whereas with the mall complex the predominant use will be
reta i 1 (48 percent of a 11 new deve 1opment). The ent i remall comp 1ex is
scheduled to be built over a nine-year period to 1995; the generic EIS staged
development on the stadium site over a 16-year period to the year 2000.
Analysis of Comprehensive Plan
The increase in size and the change in uses between the city's existing plans
and the mall complex change the expected use of the regional highway and sewer
systems as identified in both the comprehensive plan and the generic EIS.
Based on the the regional trip model, daily trips from the entire Airport South
area, including the mall complex, will be 274,000, substantially higher than
the 173,000 dai ly trips projected in the city's comprehensive plan for the
district. Based on the sewage flow figures in the EAW prepared for the mall
complex, sewage flows from the Airport South District including the mall
complex will be 27 percent higher in 1990 and 11 percent higher in the year
2000 than flows projected in the generic EIS.
De~pite these differences in land use, land use intensity and development
staging as well as projected use of the regional highway and sewer systems, the
city of Bloomington asserts that the Mall of America and Fantasyworld project
is consistent with its comprehensive plan. While the project is nominally consistent with Bloomington's designation of the stadium site as a high intensity
mixed use area (Bloomington comprehensive plan, Airport South District Plan,
page A2/9) , the city has gone on to define what it means by high intensity
mixed use in terms of its sewage flow projections, average dai ly trip estimates
and land use projections. In these respects the project is not consistent with
the city's comprehensive plan and is in confl ict with metropolitan systems
plans with regard to the use, extension or expansion of metropol itan systems.

The fact that the city considers the project consistent with its zoning does
not make the project consistent with metropolitan system plans. The Council
does not use local zoning to determine system impact or to determine plan
consistency. Bloomington's comprehensive plan was found compatible by the
Council with system plans based on the information provided in the plan with
respect to planned levels of sewage flow, trip generation, and other systemrelated aspects of land use. To the extent that the Bloomington zoning allows
uses in excess of system capacity, the city's ordinance is not consistent with
the directive of the Metropol itan Land Planning Act which states that:
A local governmental unit shall not adopt any official control or fiscal
device which is in confl ict with its comprehensive plan or which permits
activity in confl ict with metropolitan system plans (Minn. Stat. 473.865,
Subd. 2).
In addition, when metropolitan systems plans are amended, the Act requires
affected local governmental units to review their local comprehensive plans to
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Table 1
STADIUM SITE - STAGING COMPARISON
1984-2000
Airport South
Generic EIS
Mall of America
and Fantasyworld 2

1991-1995

1,410,000 sq. ft. 1

1996-2000

1986-1990

1,550,000 sq. ft.
1991-1995 4

7,500,000 sq. ft. 3

3,000,000 sq. ft.

994,000 sq. ft.

1Assumes 700 square feet per hotel room and 1,000 square feet per housing
unit.
2Source: Letters from Myron Calof, representing Triple Five, dated Aug. 25,
1985 and Oct. 10, 1985.
3Includes 5,000,000 square feet of retail, 1,000 square feet of entertainment
and a 1,000-room hotel.
4Completion date as stated in the city of Bloomington's preliminary statement
dated Oct. 21. 1985.

Table 2
STADIUM SITE - LAND USE COMPARISON
Airport South
Generic EIS

Ma11 of Ameri ca
and Fantasyworld

900,000 sq. ft.

6,000,000 sq. ft.

1,766,000 sq. ft.

2,000,000 sq. ft.

Hotel

840 rooms

2,000 rooms

Residential

700 units

°un its

Convention Center

o sq.

Land Use
Retail/Recreation
Office/Other Commercial

ft.

500,000 sq. ft.

Table 3
STADIUM SITE
COMPARISON OF SEWER FLOW PROJECTIONS
1990

2000

Airport South
Generic EIS

1.133 mgd

1.836 mgd

Mall of America
& Fantasyworld EAW

1.440 mgd

2.045 mgd
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assess the need for amendments thereto to ensure continued conformity with the
system plans. Where amendments are necessary, they must be prepared and
submitted to the Council for review.
The act thus embodies a dynamic planning process whereby metropol itan systems
plans are amended by the Council to reflect regional needs and local comprehensive plans in their turn are amended as necessary to maintain consistency with
the evolving regional plans. The requirement that local offical controls and
fiscal devices not be in confl ict with local comprehensive or metropol itan
systems plans is the final link which ensures that the planning process is not
subverted by inconsistent development.
METROPOLITAN POLICY ISSUES
METROPOLITAN SYSTEMS
The following analysis of metropol itan system effects uses the developer's
estimates of attendance at the mall, in essence, a worse case analysis of
system effects.
1.

Sewers
The city of Bloomington described the sewage service needs for the Mall of
America development in its report of Oct. 8, 1985. The city has used a
somewhat different method for estimating wastewater flow from that used by
the Metropolitan Counci I and Metropolitan Waste Control Commission;
however, the planned wastewater flow for the various y.ears is very similar
to the quantities used by the Metropolitan Waste Control Commission and the
Council •
. The city of Bloomington reports the current flow from the Mall of America
site and related service area is presently 0.883 MGD. The Mall of America
will increase this flow from 1.355 to 1.587 MGD by 1995 and from 1.987 to
2.298 MGD by 2005. Based on the 1990 sewage flow projections from the Mall
of America and Fantasyworld Scoping EAW, the projected 1990 flows are in
excess of the city's allocated capacity and represent the potential use of
a metropol itan system in confl iet with metropolitan system plans. However,
as noted below, adequate physical capacity is available to serve the projected development and the addition of these flows to the Seneca Wastewater
Treatment Plant will not significantly accelerate the schedule for
expansion of the plant. The Water Resources Management Development Guide
Plan provides for prel iminary study of plant expansion in the 1995 to 1999
time period and expansion in about the year 2000.
There are several methods of service for this site. The present 36-inch
pipe to the Seneca Wastewater Treatment Plant would reach from 60 to 71
percent of the pipe's capacity from this service area. The original 15inch sewer I ine serving the Metropol iltan Stadium is also available. This
I ine is served by the Metropol itan Wastewater Treatment Plant. If both of
these I ines are used, the two sewers would use from 36 to 42 percent of
their capacity. Keeping both sewer 1ines available for service would allow
the Metropolitan Waste Control Commission to shift flow from Seneca to
Metro if needed sometime in the future. Presently, the Seneca Wastewater
Treatment Plant does have adequate capacity available for the entire
development. The city of Bloomington will have to submit a comprehensive
sewer plan amendment containing specific service plans to the Metropol itan
Waste Control Commission for review and approval.
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Council pol icy contained in the Metropol itan Development Framework states
that growth greater than forecasted in the fUlly developed area is consistent with Counci 1 forecasts if system capacity is available or can
reasonably be provided. The Council will have to amend its Water Resources
Management Policy Plan to accommodate the higher growth projected by this
development.
2.

Transportation
Initial Findings of Metropol itan Significance
The basis for a transportation finding of metropol itan significance is
threshold statement 4 contained in the Metropol itan Counci 1IS Rules and
Regulations for the Review of Matters Alleged to be of Metropol itan
Significance. Threshold statement number 4 states that the generation of
10,000 or more vehicle trips per day or 1,000 or more vehicle trips in any
one hour and a substantial effect on a metropol itan ~ransportation facility
or on a plan for such a facil ity contained in a metropol itan system plan
are grounds for a finding of metropol itan significance.
All parties who have addressed the issue (Metropol itan Counci 1, Bloomington
and Minneapol is) agree that both thresholds are SUbstantially exceeded by
the mall project proposed by the Triple Five Corp. Vehicle trip estimates
from different source~ for the proposed project range from 123,000 daily or
6,323 peak hour trips to 191,700 daily trips. This level of trip generation would have a substantial effect on the two metropol itan highways,
Hwy. 77 and 1-494, surrounding the proposed development site as detailed in
the fol lowing discussion.
Transportation Analysis
This analysis is based primarily on the information contained in the
Updated Transportation Plan for the Airport South area (prepared for
Bloom i ngton by BRW, Inc.). In add it i on to ana 1ys is done by Counc i 1 and
Regional Transit Board (RTB) staff, an independent review of portions of
the Updated Transportation Plan was conducted by Richard Pratt, transportation consultant to the Counci 1. Information st:Jbmitted by Minneapol is and
its consultant, Strgar-Roscoe-Fausch, in its preliminary statement was also
considered. The mall proposal has been analyzed in the context of the
overall development proposals for the entire Airport South area. In other
words, this discussion centers on the proposed Triple Five Corp. development and on the existing and additional development proposed for the rest
of the Airport South area. The Airport South study area is bounded by 1494 in the north, Hwy. 77 in the west and the Minnesota River in the south
and the east (Attachment 2).
Trip Generation
In assessing the impact on the transportation system, the first thing to
determine is the amount of travel or number of person trips generated to
and from the project site and the Airport South area on both a daily and
peak hour basis. Once the amount of travel generated is estimated, a modal
spl it betweentransit and auto trips is determined including provisions for
travel management techniques such as promoting sharing rides and staggering
work hours. Then, Metropolitan Counci 1 and Mn/DOT forecasts of regional
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travel are used to determine the background traffic on the roadway system
(traffic generated by the rest of the region). Finally, the traffic
generated by the Airport South area is added to the background traffic to
determine the overall impacts on the regional highway and transit systems.
The number of visitors arriving in the Twin Cities by air and tour bus was
also determined by Bloomington.
The most common method of forecasting trip generation is to assume trip
generation rates similar to those actually measured for comparable land
uses and development. The Institute of Transportation Engineers has
produced a Trip Generation Manual (3rd edition, 1982) compiling trip rates
measured at various land uses throughout the United States over the past 20
years. This manual is a widely accepted standard. However, the proposed
Mall of America/ Fantasyworld, due to its size and mixture of land uses, is
unique and it would not be reasonable to apply the standard Institute of
Transportation Engineers rates developed for isolated, suburban developments without some adjustments. The Metropolitan Counci 1 staff and its
consultant did use the Institute of Transportation Engineers rates,
adjusted to account for the size and multi-use nature of the project, to
forecast trip generation.
Bloomington's consultant used a different method and developed trip generation estimates for retail, amusement and convention center visitors based
on Triple Five's expected annual patronage. Trip generation for retail,
amusement and convention center employees was derived by using Triple
Five's estimated number of employees. Office, hotel, and residential trips
were estimated from rates in the Institute of Transportation Engineers
manual and local studies.
The trip generation for an average day was factored to a design day (the
peak day of the week for the peak month of the year). This was derived by
applying relative daily and monthly factors for each day and month for each
of the trip purposes. The factors were derived from West Edmonton Mall,
the Center Companies (operators of the Dales), Institute of Transportation
Engineers, and other sources. The design day for the Airport South area (8
percent greater than an average day) is a Wednesday or Thursday in July;
the design day for the Mall of America itself is a July Saturday but this
peak (resulting from increased retail weekend trips) is more than offset by
the weekday peak from office uses in the remainder of Airport South.
The large amount of office use also determines the peak hour of the day in
Airport South. The Updated Transportation Plan examined a weekday morning
(~-9 a.m.) peak hour, a weekday afternoon (4-5 p.m.) peak when the background traffic is highest, a weekday evening hour (8:30 - 9:30) when th~
heaviest exit from the Mall of America/Fantasyworld is expected, and a
Saturday afternoon hour (1-2 p.m.) to assess the weekened retail traffic.
This analysis showed that the 4-5 p.m. period is the peak hour for both
outbound traffic and total traffic for the total Airport South. The 8 to 9
a.m. weekday period had the heaviest inbound traffic due to office
arrivals. These conclusions were also reached by Strgar-Roscoe-Fausch, who
identified a summer weekday as the design day as well. Neither of these
peak hours would be changed by an event at Met Center.
Table 4 shows the vehicle trip generation estimates made by Bloomington,
the Counci I and Minneapolis for the entire Airport South area for the year
2005. The Council estimates indicate that about 17,800 vehicles would
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leave the Airport South area in the busiest hour of the day (i .e., the
evening rush hour).
Tab 1e 4.
AIRPORT SOUTH AREA VEHICLE TRIP GENERATION
Bloomington

Metropol itan Council

246,039

274,000

PM peak hour-total

22,060

26,769

26, 100- 31 ,800

PM peak hour-outbound

14,069

17,845

17,300-20,700

Daily veh. trips-A.S.

Minneapol is
269-339,000

Table 5 shows trip generation broken down by land use for the entire
Airport South area at full development in the year 2005. This shows how
the number of trips generated by offices are a substantial component of
traff i c in the peak hour (about 63 percent), whereas the enterta i nment and
retail component only accounts for 23 percent of the vehicles leaving the
Airport South area in the evening peak hour.
Table 5
AIRPORT SOUTH AREA TRIP GENERATION BY LAND USE
(Counc i 1 es t ima te)

Land Use

24 Hr. Vehicle Trips

Reta i 1
Amusement
Mall Office
Other Office
Mall Hotel
Other Hotel
Convention
Housing
Total

...

85,000
25,600
27,500
74,083
17,360
27,829
6,168
10,724
274,264

Pk Hr Outbound
Trips
3,265
868
2,636
8,649
577
1,082
410
3~8

17,845

The estimates of vehicle trips made by Bloomington and its consultant, as
shown in Table 4, reflect a "moderate" use of transit and travel demand
management (i .e., carpool ing, vanpool ing, staggered work hours).
Bloomington developed a series of three scenarios (i .e., low, moderate and
high) that detail how the number of peak hour vehicle trips and its impact
on the system can be reduced through the use of transit and other
strategies 1ike vanpooling and staggered work hours •
These strategies were appl ied primarily to trips generated by office
workers since these strategies are difficult to implement with retail
sh~ppers or convention and hotel visitors.
Office employees trips are also
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by far the largest component of peak hour traffic. These scenarios are
presented in Table 6. On this table transit indicates the percentage of
person trips in the peak hour using transit, vehicle occupancy or average
number of people in each car rises as carpool ing increases (reducing the
number of vehicles), and percent of daily travel occurring in the peak hour
drops due to staggered work hours. This last strategy will not reduce
total daily travel but is a way to spread the trips out, thus reducing the
usual peak hour demand.
Table 6
BLOOMINGTON TRANSIT AND TRAVEL DEMAND MANAGEMENT GOALS
Land Use
Transit

Low
Veh.
Pk Hr
Occup. % of
Da i IY
Travel

Off ice

0

1.1

15

Hotel

0

1.3

7

Residential

0

1.1

11

Retail/Annual
Conv. Empl.

0

1.2

15

Retail/Amuse.
Visitors

0

1.6

].95

Tr.

Moderate
Veh. Pk Hr
Occ.
%

1.2

13

1.4

7

2

1.1

11

2

1.3
1.6

2

Tr.

High
Veh. Pk Hr
%
Occ.

1.3

12

1.5

7

5

1.1

11

15

5

1.4

15

7.95

2

1.6

7·95

5

The high travel demand management (TOM) goals would be difficult to
achieve. The auto occupancy of 1.1-1;2 for office use low and moderate
seems reasonable, given that the Airport South Study measured current
vehicle occupancy in the area of 1.18 and the 1982 Travel Behavior
Inventory measured the regionwide average for home based work trips during
4-5 p.m. at 1.2. However, reducing the peak hour percentage of daily
travel from 15 percent to 13 percent for office uses assumes a very good
employer participation rate of 60 percent. In practice employee participation rates usually range from 11 to 26 percent so an office peak hour
reduction from 15 percent (low) to 14.5 percent (moderate) seems more
1 i kely.
Transit
The 1982 travel behavior measured the regional average transit use for all
trips at 3.8 percent and the transit use for work trips at eight percent.
Regional Transit Board staff prepared an analysis of the number of routes
and buses needed to serve the moderate and high transit levels projected by
BRW (559 and 1,193 passengers in the peak hour) for all of the Airport
South area. The daily and annual operating costs were also estimated.
This analysis, shown on Table 7, includes the current situation on the top
1 i ne.
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.le 7
ANALYSIS OF TRANSIT, SERVICES

, of
Routes
CURRENT 1
13,000 Employment Base
I~ modal split
15 pass. per trip daily avg.
from entire route(s).
(Pk. for A.S. = 4 pass/trip)
$25.211hour
$1.66/mlle

to
OJ

11-5 P.M.
Peak
Trips

, Buses
P.M.
Peak
Hr

Daily
Daily PlatPeak
Total form
Miles
Miles Hours 2
<35~ Tot.)

P.M. Peak
Ridership
from
Airport
South

Avg.
Daily
Pass.
Per
Mile

Daily
Operationa
Cost

Annual
Operating
Cost

7

25

25

1,168

3,286

MOD TRANSIT USE
559 PM Peak Pass. from
Airport South (BRW)
15 Pass per peak trip
$25.211hour
$1.66/mlle

10

37

37

3,330

9,5111

521

559

.73

$28,928

$8.1 mil

HIGH TRANSIT USE
1,193 PH Peak Pass'. from
Airport South (BRW)
15 Pass per peak
$25.21/hour
$1 .66/mlle

22

79

79

6,2111

17,831

971

1,193

.73

$54,230

$15.3

$25.21 Hour -

180

106

.73

$1,400 $1100,000

MTC Projected 12 Month Costs, $1.66 Mile - August 1985

l MTC Routes # 15, 35P, 39, 50, 78, 88, 89, Jan. 1985 ridership and cost figures from Jan. 1985 route profiles

2Platform hours are total revenue and non-revenue scheduled hours on the route

Seven existing Metropol itan Transit Commission (MTC) routes connect the
Airport South to downtown Minneapol is, the airport, and suburban residential areas to the west in Bloomington and to the south in Apple Valley and
Eagan. Any expanded service to the Mall of America should connect to at
least these same places.
Table 7 shows that the number of vehicles that could be removed from the
metropol itan highway system by transit during the peak hour, even assuming
a high transit use, is modest. Yet the operating costs for moderate
transit use are very high ($8 mill ion annually in 1985 do1'lars) and the
number of buses required would be almost five percent of the total peak
hour MTC fleet. Even though a large amount of employment is proposed for
Airport South, the surrounding land use and potential transit market is lowdensity suburban residential which is difficult to serve and has few
established routes. Therefore, the productivity of transit does not
approach that of a downtown area which is the hub of many long established
routes through high density residential areas with a large transitdependent population.
Since the state currently subsidizes 10-20 percent of transit operating
costs, providing transit to support the ridership levels proposed by
Bloomington represents a substantial publ ic sUbsidy not previously
identified. If one assumes the additional buses to provide this service
were purchased by MTC (rather than diverted from service elsewhere) capital
costs could be estimated at $165,000 per bus or almost $2 mill ion for 12
additional buses beyond the 25 currently in service in the area.
This transit analysis indicates that large investments in transit would not
replace even larger investments to increase highway capacity.
Bloomington has not addressed the question,of providing an internal transit
circulation system within the Airport South area and possibly connecting to
the airport or other hotels along 1-494. Such a system could be provided
by Triple Five Corp., as in Edmonton, or possibly by private providers.
This system would relieve almost none of the peak hour traffic expected on
the regional roadway system but it would improve internal traffic circulation within Airport South and possibly would provide better accessibility
to the immediate surrounding area.
Metro Highway System
The remaining trips generated by the entire Airport South area after
accounting for travel demand management and transit wi 11 have to be
accommodated on the surrounding roadway system. Assumptions about how
these trips will be distributed on the roadway system is shown on Attachment 3.
The major impact on the metropol itan highway system would occur during the
evening rush hours. Not only are the greatest number of outbound trips
generated by the Airport South area during this hour (about 17,800
vehicles) but the background travel generated elsewhere in the region on
the regional highways is also at its peak. Therefore, this discussion will
focus on the peak hour rather than total daily volumes.
Assuming that a freeway faci 1ity can carry up to 1,800 - 2,000 vehicles per
l~ne per hour, there wi 11 be two elements of the metropol itan highway
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system severely impacted by the traffic generated by the Airport South area
development. The first element is made up of the portions of Hwy. 77 and 1494 immediately surrounding the study area. The second element is
constituted by the portions of 1-494 west of 12th Ave. So.
In order to enable 17,800 trips to leave the Airport South area in the
p.m. peak hour, improved access to the metropol itan highway system is
needed at Killebrew Dr., and the Hwy. 77 at 24th Ave. So. and 1-494 and the
Hwy. 77/1-494 interchange should be rebuilt. These would have to be fairly
elaborate interchanges involving directional ramps and a system of
collector-distributor roads to improve the traffic flow without affecting
the traffic on the main highways of Hwy. 77 dnd 1-494. Consultants to both
Bloomington and Minneapol is have prepared relatively similar layouts for
those proposed improvements (Attachment 4, Bloomington proposal). Either
of these layouts would be sufficient to provide access to the Airport South
area while separating this traffic from the mainl ine of the regional highways. Bloomington estimated a cost for its proposed improvements to Hwy.
77 and 1-494 of $72 mill ion; Minneapol is cost estimate is $116 million for
improvements in the immediate area. The Bloomington estimate does not
include right-of-way or retaining wa1 Is. The Minnesota Department of
Transportation has estimated total cost of immediate area improvements
including right-of-way at approximately $116 million.
The above interchange improvements are consistent with the 1984
Transportation Policy Plan. The plan, however, did not envisage the
magnitude and timing of those improvements as would be required by the
proposed development. .Table 120f the plan, "Metropol itan Highway Needs"
contains the fol lowing:
1-494, Hwy. 77 to CSAH 1 (34th Av), Bloomington, Upgrade interchange
area, to be further evaluated in Airport South Study.
Hwy. 77, 1-494 to E. 90th St., Bloomington, Construct new interchange
segment from 1-494 to E. 90th St. is deficient due to an at-grade
intersection. Grade separation is assumed to provide capacity in
corridor to help relieve 1-35W.
Funding of these immediate area improvements is not currently programmed,
with the exception of Hennepin County's improvements to the 24th/I-494
interchange which is in the 1986-87 Federal Aid Urban (FAU) program.
However, these FAU funds (approximately $3 mill ion) were approved for a
specific design improvement and if the project is substantially altered, as
is now being proposed, it could be treated as a change of scope and funding
approval may be withdrawn. Bloomington has also requested FAU funding for
the Ki llebrew Dr. interchange (appl ication pending).
Bloomington did obtain authority in the last legislative session to issue
bonds to finance improvements on Hwy. 77. The city would pay the interest
on the bonds whi Ie Mn/DOT would repay the principal at the time they would
have built the project if the normal programming process had been
followed. When this legislation was passed there was no dollar amount
included. Estimates of costs at that time were around $23 mill ion. With
those costs now increased four-fold, retirement of the bonds would impose a
major constraint on Mn/DOT's long-range programming for regional and statewide projects.
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In addition to FAU funds the proposed improvements could possibly be el igible for safety, major construction or Interstate 4-R funds. These funds
are alII imited (i .e., metro-wide FAU funds total $8 mi 11 ion per year) and
projects are usually programmed 2-4 years in advance so any attempt to
construct the 1-494 and Hwy. 77 access improvements with money from
existing highway funding sources would require a substantial reordering of
regional and even state priorities. The city of Bloomington has suggested
that these costs be funded by a direct appropriation from the state legislature, based on the amount of net new revenue generated by the project.
With this approach, the construction of these improvements would not affect
establ ished regional priorities. This new revenue mayor may not be available. Another trend recently occurring nation-wide is for the private
sector to pay for the immediate area roadway improvements which benefit a
development, either directly or indirectly through tax increment financing,
tax-exempt bonds, etc.
These options could also be considered by the city
of Bloomington.
A final issue regarding the immediate area roadway improvements is that of
timing. Bloomington has indicated that highway improvements should coincide with the opening of the mall project to the degree that they are
necessary to maintain an adequate level of service on the regional highway
system, provide reasonable. access and ensure publ ic safety.
It would be highly desirable that the immediate area improvements be completed by the time the Mall opens. To do so, however, would require an
extraordinary effort on the part of several local, state and federal
agencies, even if funding was secured, to final ize the design, prepare
environmental statements, and secure right-of-way even before the commencement of construction. In order to expedite implementation schedules,
efficient ways of dealing with right-of-way acquisition should be
considered. This could include making the city of Bloomington responsible
for this task.
In addition to these immediate area impacts, the analysis done for ~he mall
project has shown that there would be substantial long-term impacts on 1494 and Hwy. 77 well beyond the site. Currently 1-494 is four lanes west
of Hwy. 100 and six lanes between Hwy. 100 and 24th Av. So. Hwy. 77 is six
lanes south of 1-494 and four lanes to the north.
The Transportation Pol icy Plan, completed in 1984, did identify deficiencies on 1-494 or Hwy. 77 previously indicated in the immediate impact area
and the need to widen 1-494 west of Hwy. 100 to Hwy. 212/169. It did not
identify a major deficiency on 1-494 between Hwy. 77 and Hwy. 100. The
analysis in the pol icy plan was based an older regional forecast. New
regional forecasts have been developed since then based on more up-to-date
information on auto occupancy and trips per capita. Region-wide this
results in a forecasted increase of almost a mi 11 ion trips per day. It
also means that even with no additional development in the Airport South
area 1-494 and Hwy. 77 would reach their practical capacities sooner than
was anticipated in the policy plan and would eventually require a modification of the plan.
Because of the proposed Airport South development, the long-term growth
expected elsewhere in the region and because 1-494, Hwy. 77 and other
regional freeways in the area would require many improvements to accommodate projected traffic. Hwy. 77 to the south and across the Minnesota
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River should operated acceptably through the year 2000 with the elimination
of the Killebrew Dr. intersection. Hwy. 77 to the north would require
widening to six lanes as far as the 62nd St. Crosstown to accommodate
demand. Projections of traffic desiring to go west on the Crosstown from
Cedar also indicates a need to rebuild that interchange and possibly the
Crosstown itself. 1-494 to the east would also be above its capacity for a
short distance until the interchange with Hwy. 5. Across the bridge and
into Dakota County. 1-494 traffic levels are projected to be lower than the
theoretical capacity of the area. However. traffic going north on Hwy. 5
from 1-494 to the airport and St. Paul will be congested. There especially
would be a problem at the Hwy. 5 bridge over the Mississippi River. This
is projected to be greatly over capacity and yet there are severe constraints on ever widening the four-lane bridge. as it passes under the
historic Ft. Snell ing area in a tunnel.
The major transportation impacts on 1-494 would be felt west of Hwy. 77.
West of Hwy. 77. traffic volumes on 1-494 would be about 9.100 vehicles per
hour in the evening rush hour when both full development of the Airport
South area and regional growth expected by 2000 are taken into account. Of
those volumes. about 45 percent (4.100 vehicles) would be generated by the
Airport South area and about 55 percent (5.000 vehicles) would be generated
elsewhere in the region. To accommodate the above traffic levels on 1-494
west of Hwy. 77 would require a 10-lane section.
Prel iminary analysis indicates that construction of a 10-lane freeway west
of·Hwy. 77 would be very difficult if not impossible due to operation.
physical, environmental. economic and finaneial constraints. In addition.
system-wide policy impl ications such as the impact of such widening on the
rest of the freeway beltway (1-494/1-694) and on other radial freeways (1-.
394. 1- 35W) a 1so adv i se aga ins tit.
Determining the long-term design for 1-494 from the vicinity of the Airport
South site to possibly Hwy. 55 in Plymouth to accommodate future growth
would require a much more detaileq analysis than can be performed in this
metropol itan significance review. A comprehensive land use/transportation
study of the entire corridor would be necessary to define an ultimate
design concept which would allow for economic and orderly development in
the south and southwestern portions of the region. This study would also
look at a solution for the 1-494 corridor which would be consistent and
compatible with the needs of the entire metropolitan highway system. An
eight-lane freeway design for 1-494 should be initially considered for the
purpose of this analysis based upon the previous discussion. Preliminary
estimates developed by Mn/DOT for widening 1-494 to eight lanes between
12th Avenue South and Hwy. 100 are $250,mi11 ion including right-of-way
acquisition.
The mall development proposal would account for about 40 percent of the
vehicles leaving the Airport South area in the evening rush hour. A detailed review of the various factors that contribute to the traffic levels
on 1-494 indicates that a very large portion of the predicted volumes
originated in the Airport South area would be attributable to the existi'ng
and proposed office space development. More than 60 percent of the evening
rush hour outbound traffic volumes generated by the entire Airport South
area would be due to the office space development including two million
square feet proposed in the mall project.
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By contrast, less than 25 percent of those outbound peak-hour volumes would
be attributable to the proposed retail and entertainment components of the
mall development. The very large peaking characteristics of office related
travel are the reason for the great importance that office space development plays in the overal I traffic generated at the Airport South area. In
order -to sUbstantially affect traffic volume on 1-494 and maintain them at
level below the capacity of an eight-lane freeway, office space development
in the Airport South area would have to be reduced by approximately
3,000,000 square feet. This would still leave approximately 5,000,000
square feet of office space in that site and would still allow the construction of the retail and entertainment component of the mall proposal and
other ancillary components such as the hotels.
Effects on Other Municipal ities
The traffic generated by the mall and all of Airport South will create congestion on the regional highway system in 2000 beyond the city 1 imits of
Bloomington and could constrain development in nearby cities. The major impacts will be felt by communities abutting 1-494 such as Edina, Richfield,
Eden Prairie and possibly Eagan. Richfield would also be affected by the
increase in traffic on Hwy. 77 sufficient to warrant an additional lane in
each direction north of 1-494 and reconstruction of the Crosstown/Hwy. 77
interchange as well as possible reconstruction of the Crosstown west of
Hwy. 77.

3.

Airports
The number of air passengers generated by development of the mall are
compared below with total annual. air passengers at MSP International
Airport. Generally, overall capacity appears more than adequate to handle
the additional air traffic generated by mall visitors.
According to the Airport South EIS consultant, about one mill ion total
annual air passengers would be generated by the mall. This represents
approximately eight percent of the total air passengers at MSP in 1984. To
put this in further perspective, the growth in total air passengers at MSP
in one year (1983 to 84) increased by about 410,000 representing over 40
percent of the total annual air passengers expected to be generated by the
mall at full development.
Table 8
AVIATION ACTIVITY AT MSP INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

1973
Total(])
Passengers
Total
Operations

6,217,725
120,725+

1984

1983

11,973,000

11,563,072

231,000

191,461

(1) This does not include general aviation air passengers using MSP.
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Analysis of potential short-term impacts indicates substantial overall
capability of aircraft and terminal facil ities to absorb the projected
numbers of Mall related air travelers. On a representative weekday at MSP
the scheduled air carriers and regional commuters and air-taxi operators
provided roughly 76,000 seats. If the daily seat capacity is annual ized,
and compared to the actual passenger traffic counts for 1984, the number of
seats used would be under 50 percent. This relationship was also borne out
when evaluating the potential impact on the airports terminal facilities.
The average monthly and daily passenger activity at MSP is as shown below.
Table 9
MSP AVIATION ACTIVITY: 1984
Total Air Passengers
Total Air Operations
Average Total Passengers/Month
Average Total Passeners/Day
Average Total Operations/Month
Average Total Operations/Day
Average # Operations/Gate/Day
Assumed # Available Gates

------------------------------------

---------------

--------

11,973,000
231,000
997,750
33,258
19,250
641
12.8
50

These numbers indicate that the average number of passengers per-aircraft,
per-day is 52, which again is only sl ightly over 50 percent of the average
number of aircraft seats per aircraft at MSP. Thus, no additional fl ights
should be needed to handle opening day mall travelers.
If the projected 961,647 annual air passengers generated by the mall are
averaged across all 50 gates at MSP, they equal approximately 53 passengers
per-gate, per-day, or an average of four passengers per aircraft. The 1976
MSP airport master plan estimated that at ultimate development the main
(east) terminal complex could handle some 20,000,000 total annual passengers, double current levels of passenger demand.
While it is possible that some air-terminal gates could experience congestion on a peak-hour basis as a result of the added mall passengers, it does
not appear too 1ikely. This statement is based on the fact that markets
with direct air-service from MSP are geographically dispersed and gate
assignments for airl ines serving these areas are well distributed throughout the terminal complex; therefore, incremental growth in passenger
traffic on anyone route would be dispersed through a number of gates and
fl ights so that pressure on any single gate or airl ine would be minimal.
This viewpoint is further substantiated in the consultants estimates of the
modal spl it for visitors to the mall which shows that the 200-mile 1imit is
the point at which people would make a choice between driving or flying;
the 200-mile distance breakpoint is also supported by Civil Aeronautics
Board data. When reviewing the air-service map (Attachment 5) it is quite
apparent that within the 200-mile distance 1imit, most service is provided
by regional/commuter air-service. The cost of regional/commuter airservice is currently not compet,itive with the automobile at this distance,
,which would leave most mall air travelers orginating primarily from those
markets in the 200-400 mile distance range of MSP.
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Not only is there sufficient gate and aircraft capacity but there is still
adequate physical (runway) capacity at MSP; existing capacity is estimated
at 370,000 annual operations, with future capacity of 415-500,000 annual
operations. The FAA is currently revising the methodology for calculating
airport capacity, in effect increasing earlier capacity estimates by
allowing higher levels of delay.
Another key variable, in addition to multi-year staging of the project, is
which functions are constructed first. The majority of air trips to the
Mall will be over 200 miles away, and primarily for purposes of attending a
convention.
Table 10
Trip
Purpose

o 0%
0%
0%

Reta i 1
Amusement
Convention
Source: SRW, Inc.

100

Distance - Miles
100 - 200

3%
5%
8%

200+

8%
10%

75%

Estimates - Slo9mington Mall EIS.

If the convent Lon .fac iIi ties segment of the proj ect is downs i zed or
then the largest contributor· to generation of air passenger
enplanements wi1 1 reflect a significant decrease in potential impacts on
MSP. However, assuming the convention center is constructed and open in
Phase I Development, it can be used as a benchmark to establ ish the
potential impacts of aircraft noise.
~elayed,

Since existing aircraft capacity can handle the incremental addition of
mall passengers there should be no impetus to add new air service. Furthermore, any incremental noise resulting from the additional mall passenger
activity would occur primarily during the IIclosed-windowll season, since the
bulk of new travelers would be convention goers who's trip making is in the
spring and fall as depicted in Attachment 6.
Actual air traffic levels occur in a manner counter to the convention cycle
and actually reflects more nearly the amusement traffic volume profile,
peaking in June, July, and August. Thus the mall generated air traffic
would tend to palance aircraft load factors on an annual basis.
There are potential highway impacts of the mall generated traffic on ground
transportation access to MSP. It should be recognized that commonal ity of
roadway segments and simi larity of peak traffic flows wi 11 require close
monitoring to assure that interchanges and main roadway thru-lanes in the
airport area continue to function effectively. If future time constraints
are imposed upon aircraft operating hours at MSP for noise control purposes, it could result in sharply accentuated morning and possibly evening
peak airport ground traffic demand on the adjacent regional highway system.
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4.

Parks
Local Resident Use
Local population use of the regional recreation open space system takes
place during "disposab1e 'l or "discretionary" time for individuals, families
and recreation interest groups. There is competition for that time between
federal, state and regional recreation open space; local recreation programs; private sector recreation providers; existing shopping centers;
special attractions, such as Valley Fair, professional sports events, zoos,
museums; festivals, such as Winter Carnival and Aquatennia1; and casual
home-oriented recreation activities, such as reading and watching
television.
Council and other studies of leisure in the Twin Cities Area show a strong
and continuing interest in both the shopping-special attraction activities
characteristic of the Fantasywor1d/Ma1l of America, and the natural
resource-based outdoor activities characteristic of the regional system.
Further analysis of the data shows there are rather distinct groups of
interests among the region's adult population. Those interested in activit i es character i st i c of the Mall fa 11 into one such group; those interested
in natural resource-based recreation fall into several other groups. It is
true there is more overlap between the groups in the Twin Cities than has
been shown in other similar studies in other areas. This reflects the
diverse opportunities available in the region, that is, there are a variety
of places to satisfy one's basic interest in the outdoors, many of which
can satisfy one's other interests as well. However, it is difficult to
satisfy the interest in being outdoors with other kinds of activities:
Overall, given the described nature of attractions in the mega mall, it
appears most likely to compete for time devoted to shopping and special
attraction interest among local residents, both individual and fami1 ies.
There could be some effect on local use of the more " a ttraction-oriented"
features of the regional system, such as the Como Zoo and Conservatory and
the proposed water play area in French Regional Park. However, the
location and unique features of these facilities plus we1l-estab1 ished
tradition (for many), assure a continued high use level. This leads to the
conclusion, which we have app1 ied in this study, that local residents ' use
of the regional recreation open space system and related open space recreation elements will' not change markedly as a consequence of this project.
Tourist Use
The same presumption is not made for out-of-town visitors. Our conclusion
is that if the increased tourism projected by the proposal occurs; there is
a 1ikel ihood that use by tourists, both Minnesotan and out-of-state, will
increase in federal, state, regional and local recreation areas in the Twin
Cities. In some cases, nearby faci1 ities will provide basic support
services as in camping areas, picnic grounds, trails and exercise areas for
persons staying at mall area accommodations. In other instances, use may
be a consequence of the visitor's desire to see or learn more about the
area.
The degree of effect at any given facil ity will likely be proportional to
the current tourist use level at that faci1 ity. If the projected increase
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occurs, major effect will be felt at major attractions. Some of these
attractions are in the regional system, such as Como Park complex,
Minnehaha Falls, Minneapolis riverfront, Minneapol is chain of lakes and
parks; some are provided by others: Historic Fort Snelling, Minnesota Zoo,
Canterbury Downs, Guthrie Theater. Lesser effects will be felt at
facil ities with a smaller current tourist use component, such as general
local and regional park facilities and nature centers.
Finally, some recreation facilities and programs are located nearby and
increased use is 1ikely to be a direct consequence of tourist presence in
the southern Metropol itan Area. Examples include:
Visits to the proposed Minnesota Holmenkollen ski jump, where a planned
observation deck 70 meters above the highest point in the southern
suburbs will be open year round.
Visits to special jump events at the ski jump, ski competition events at
Hyland Hills or Buck Hill, and major running or cross-country skiing
events.
Visits as part of local festivals which can expect larger draws from the
tourism aspects of the mall. Winter Carnival and Aquatennial visitation
from outside the area may be good examples, expansion of the
Bloomington/Scott-Hennepin Park Reserve District joint "Winterrific"
festival could follow.
Overall, the key item is the number of Iinew" tourist visits that will be
created by the mall. New tourists will probably distribute their nonmall
time according to proximity and strength of draw to other tourist attractions in the area. Attachment 7 in the attachments shows some of the
potentially affected activities and facil ities, along with general comments
on the probable impact of increased tourist visitation if generated by the
mall.
Summary of Effects
The effect of the mall on use of the regional recreation open space system
by local residents will be negligible. There would be a positive and
potentially major impact on the use of some facilities in the system if
there is increased tourist visitation to the region. The net result would
be an increase in use of the system. The increase would be concentrated in
nearby recreation open space facilities offering basic recreation services
or special events and in existing tourist attractions.
Regional facilities most likely to experience impacts that would require
expansion are:
a.
b.
c.

Lebanon Hills Regional Park campground.
Minnehaha Regional Park, all uses.
Hyland-Bush-Anderson Lakes Park Reserve, mostly for trail uses.

Other facil ities that will be significantly impacted are:
a.
b.
c.

Fort Snell ing State Park
Minnesota Valley National Wildlife Refuge and Recreation Area
Historic Fort Snel ling
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Response Capabi1 ity
The proposition that significant increased usership would be 1ike1y for
some regional and metropolitan regional recreation faci1 ities prompted
examination of the response capability of the systems supporting those
faci1 ities. If there were a major increase in demand, could the system
adjust?
In regional recreation open space, our conclusion is that the system could
adjust to meet major use demands within an appropriate response time.
There is some existing capacity in the system, though little in the
specific parks named above. The possible responses to high user demand in
faci1 ities at or near capacity are two:
a.

Upgrade developments on site to increase capacity. In general, the
response in a development which experiences a sudden flood of usership
involves provision of more parking, more service units (i .e., more
picnic tables), m.ore trails, increased turf management and waste
pickup, more and better maintenance of vegetation and expansion of
picnic shelters, service buildings and sanitary faci1 ities.

b.

Diversion of some of the overuse to other regional faci1 ities which
provide similar functions and are not currently overused.
The regional system components 1 isted, Lebanon Hills Regional Park,
Minnehaha Regional Park and Hy1and-Bush-Anderson Lakes Park Reserve,
can be dealt with by one or both of the above. Given that the
Council IS Development Guide chapter for Recreation Open Space provides
for a biennial review of the capital improvement program and an annual
review of the progress of development in the system, the potential
response time appears feasible as long as funding can be achieved for
the changes within the biennium succeeding the recommendation.
Implementing agency operating budgets are considered annually and can
also adjust adequately. The difficulty, if any, lies in the capacity
of implementing agency funding to meet expanded budgetary need.
Currently, a state grant to the Counci 1 is distributed to each implementing agency to supplement approximately 10 percent of operation and
maintenance costs in the regional faci lities each operates. The
formula for distribution is adjusted annually by factors including the
past year's operating costs, hence there is some adjustment in this
system as well. Again, this adjustment is feasible only if legislative
approval of recommendations occurs. Note, too, that the current
operation and maintenance funding program sunsets in FY 1987, thus wi 11
not be in existence unless renewed or expanded.
The other faci1 ities, Fort Snell ing State Park, Minnesota Valley
National Wi1d1 ife Refuge and Recreation Area and Historic Fort Snell ing
do not work under the same system. The operating agencies for these do
have somewhat equivalent procedures and can make some CIP adjustments.
Diversion from these three non-regional faci 1ities probably would
entail diversion to regional facilities because there are no state or
federally operated alternative sites near enough to be feasible. In
our opinion, that problem can also be dealt with'by the regional
system, using the same adaptive mechanisms outl ined above.
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METROPOLITAN DEVELOPMENT AND INVESTMENT FRAMEWORK POLICIES
The area of Bloomington in which the Mal I of America and Fantasyworld is proposed to be located is categorized in the Council IS Metropol itan Development
Framework as the fully developed area. The planning emphasis of the fully
developed area is on maintenance, rehabilitation and redevelopment. Growth in
the fully developed area through infill and reuse is encouraged by the Metropolitan Development Framework, which states that its forecasts of population,
househol~ and employment growth on which system plans are based should not be
viewed as I imiting growth in the fully developed area where system capacity is
available or can reasonably be provided. As noted in the systems analyses
above, the regional transportation system does not have capacity to handle the
trip generation from the mall. The fully developed area gives regional
priority for investment in this area second only to the metro centers.
The mall development also falls within the second level of priority in the
ranking of investment policy in the investment framework. The first priority
is maintenance of existing systems followed by "extension of a metropolitan
system where growth projected in the Metropolitan Development Framework is
limited by a shortage in the service."
The Council is currently engaged in the process of revIsIng its Metropol itan
Development Framework and investment framework and consolidating them into a
single document, the Metropolitan Development and Investment Framework. At
this time, the pol icies in the Metropol itan Development and Investment
Framework have no official standing, but it may be useful to review them as
indicators of the Council current thinking on regional development and
investment.
..
In the Metropolitan Development and Investment Framework as in the Metropol itan'
Development Framework and investment framework, the stadium site is a second
level priority. The category in which it has been placed has changed from
fully developed area to that of regional commercial-industrial concentration.
The Metropol itan Development and Investment Framework states that additional
growth and increased densities are desirable in these concentrations provided
that the changes are planned and coordinated with the provision of supportive
regional facil ities and services.
Because of the importance to development of an adequate transportation system,
the Metropol itan Development and Investment Framework also proposes measures to
protect the regional transportation system. These range from requiring traffic
management measures by local governmental units to requiring changes in the
location, size or scale of proposed developments. The Metropolitan Development
and Investment Framework also states that, if necessary, the Council will
proceed to stop development if accord cannot be reached on amel iorative action.
Investment priorities in the Metropolitan Development and Investment Framework
are ambiguous with regard to the mal I development. Whi Ie the first priority
(following mandated investments) is to provide metropolitan systems needed to
support redevelopment, the Metropolitan Development and Investment Framework's
third and last priority is to provide new or increased levels of metropol itan
systems that will support major additions to the Metropol itan Area economy.
The mall arguably may be viewed both as redevelopment and as a major addition
to the regional economy.
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The Metropol itan Development and Investment Framework has incorporated a major
new element which provides for an economic development review of major new
proposals. That review which encompasses a review of economic impacts (employment, income, tax revenues), a fiscal alternatives analysis and a consideration
of cost-shar.ing arrangements is much the same as the sections of this report
analyzing the economic and fiscal impacts of the Mall of America and Fantasyworld.
The cost-sharing discussion in the Metropol itan Development and Investment
Framework is particularly relevant to the project under ~eview here and draws
on the Council's experience with other transportation improvements. Costsharing is defined as a mechanism whereby a local governmental unit assumes the
burden of financing a transportation improvement in order to accelerate the
timing of construction or to influence the size or design of a facility. The
Bloomington prel iminary statement indicates that the city plans to ask for a
special legislative appropriation to fund the transportation improvements
needed by the mall.
OTHER METROPOLITAN POLICY ISSUES
Housing
The Mall of America and Fantasyworld proposal raises the question of affordable
housing close to employment opportunities. The development may generate over
27,000 full time equivalent jobs. These jobs wi 11 be largely low wage parttime work in the employment areas of retail, convention center/hotel, amusement, and office. The industry averag~ income (blending full and part-time
incomes) of all persons employed in these particular industries ranges from a
high of $13,519 in the furniture and home furnishing end of retail ing to a low
of $5,778 for those working in catering and drinking establ ishments.
The developer asserts that many of these'jobs will draw workers from the
unemployed and from adults not currently employed or actively seeking
employment. However, a portion of these jobs may be filled by head of
household primary wage earners.
Most housing that lower-income households can afford is located in the two
central cities. Yet the bulk of new jobs over the past decade has occurred in
the suburbs. The mall is yet another example of this trend. Given this
situation, the Counci 1 adopted Housing Pol icy 18: liThe Metropol itan Counci 1
supports pol icies, plans and programs to increase affordable housing
opportunities throughout the area and, particularly, close to employment
opportunities for people with lower incomes. 1I
This means that communities close to the mall site should consider reviewing
housing plans and programs for adequacy in addressing the provision of housing
opportunities for lower income households. These communities include
Bloomington, Edina, Richfield, the south neighborhoods of Minneapol is,
southwestern neighborhoods of St. Paul, Mendota Heights, Eagan and Burnsville.
The numbers of persons employed at the mall and looking for housing close to
employment may also place pressure on the existing housing stock, particularly
low-cost rental housing.
ECONOMIC AND FISCAL ANALYSIS
The major issues in this review is how the proposal wi 11 impact the region and
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the state as a whole. Certainly it has major impacts and benefits for
Bloomington, but it is important for the Council to look at the net regional
and state impacts. In some instances, the analysis will focus on net state
impacts, because that is the way both the data and models for estimating
economic and fiscal impacts are available. It should be kept in mind, however,
that the bulk of II ne t state impacts ll will accrue to the Metropol itan Area.
As noted in the key assumptions analysis that follows, the two most important
assumptions with respect to this whole project are the tourist assumptions
(how many new tourists will the project attract?) and the expenditure assumptions (hpw much will the tourists spend?). This is because new tourists to the
state spending new money is the only way the project can generate net benefits
to the state. The spending generates the net new jobs. All other spending at
the mal 1 represents a capturing of growth that would have occurred within the
state or region with or without the mall. The new tourist numbers are multipI ied by the spending levels to get receipts. Receipts are then translated
into jobs. The tourists and expenditure assumptions are also used to calculate
new tax revenues for the state. Therefore, it should be kept in mind that much
of the analysis flows from the first two assumptions.
KEY ASSUMPTIONS
Tourist Projections
The developer has provided projections of tourists, expenditures by these
tourists and jobs created by the expenditures. The projections are included in
Tables 11, 12 and 13. In addition, the Council contracted with the Harrison
Price Company for a review of the developer's projections and of the
assumptions on which they were based.
The Harrison Price report concluded that the mall would not increase the number
of tourists to the region over the present level when normal growth is
considered. Harrison Price estimated that 15 mill ion to 17 mill ion people
would visit the Mal I annually but these would be local visitors and tourists
who would have come to the region even if the mall were not located here.
The conclusion in the Harrison Price report is based on experience at the West
Edmonton Mall, a similar facility owned by Triple Five, and at other major
shopping-entertainment centers. The Harrison Price findings tend to be
supported by a 1977 to 1978 study of Minnesota tourism conducted by Professor
Uel Blank and by a more recent Blank study prepared for the city of Minneapol is
in its analysis of the mall.
The Triple Five Corp. contends that there are no comparable centers to use for
a study, that its approach is unique and that the West Edmonton Mall is tod new
(Phase Three was opened in Sept. 1985) to base any conclusive Judgement on.
Triple Five noted that the West Edmonton Mall was constructed in a time period
when Edmonton was in a severe recession. The Harrison Price report does
suggest that the W.est Edmonton Mall may have been beneficial to Edmonton during
its slump.
Council staff has included in the appendix an extensive analysis of the
developer's projections, the Harrison Price report and other sources on
tourism.
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Table 11
1995 VISITS
Ml\LL OF AHERICA - FAIITASYWORLD
AllNUAL VISITS (TURNSTILE CLICKS AND PEOPLE)
Tourist s
Out of State

Jl3200-PllDEV2
11.08.8 5
N
N

OJ

Total Tourist s

In-Stat e Visitor s

Total Visits

Table 12
1995 RECEIPTS (MILLIONS 1985 OOLLARS)
Net Mall Induced Receipts
Total On-SHe
Receipts
Trade and
Convention
Retail
Amusement
Total Oirect
Ind Irec t
TOTAL

JL3200-PIIDEV2
11.08.85
N
N

CT

On-SHe
Out-ofState Residents

Bloomington Metropolitan

Remainderof State

.!Qlll

54.8

$ 54.8

$ 315.0

1,200.0

425.0

425.0

90.0

32.0

29.5

$1,334.11

$511.8

$29.5

$

311.0
$196.6

$250.7

$62.4

$1,051.0
315.3
$1,366.3

Taule 13
1995 EHPLOVMENT - OPERATION
Ehlp loyment
at the Mall of
America

FTE

. lIotel
Convention
Retail
Amusement
Office
Total Direct

JL3200-PIlOEV2
11.08.85

N

N
(")

Net New FTE
Employment
to Minnesota

2,000
740
13,330
2,000
9,300

5,645
4,722
5,990

27,370

16,357

Indirec t

13,086

TOTAL

29.443

A reasonably accurate estimate of tourists is essential to estimating whether
or not the mall will generate new employment and new state tax revenues that
would not have come to the state without the mall.
Tourist Expenditures
Based on the Harrison Price report and on the 1978-1979 Convention Expenditure
Survey conducted by the International Association of Convention and Visitors
Bureaus, it can be concluded that the $150 per day per delegate estimate from
Triple Five is reasonable. Retail expenditure estimates from Triple Five also
seem reasonable based on an updating of a 1979 University of Minnesota study.
The Harrison Price study concludes that the $15 per visit used by Triple Five
for amusement expenditures is not reasonable, noting that $15 on-site exceeds
all comparable experience except the Disney parks, which have a much greater
capacity and entertainment value. Nevertheless, for the analysis of the
developer's proposal, this figure was used.
Sales per Square Foot of Gross Leasable Area
According to Harrison Price, the $300 per square foot of gross leasable area
used to calculate retail sales in the Mal I is acceptable, assuming that the
mall is comparable to the upper two percent of all super-regional malls in the
U.S.
Sales Per Employee
Triple Fives uses $90,000 sales per employee to calculate retail employment.
This figure is low for the type of facility planned. Census data on retail
sales provides a more realistic number of $180,000 per employee. Using the
higher ratio results in fewer retail employees generated by the mall.
The $45,000 per employee for all other sectors is sl ightly high.
on service industries results in a $35,000 per employee.

Census data

The net effect of changing the ratios is that the total number of new jobs
remains the same but fewer of them are located at the mall.
Employment Multiplier
The employment multipl ier of 1.6 used by the Minnesota Department of Energy and
Economic Development in its preliminary analysis of the Triple Five employment
projections was an average for the U.S. economy. The multipl ier was based on
1977 data and should be updated to 1.3 based on changes in the economy since
1977 and a more careful look at the occupations present at the mall and in the
Minnesota economy.
Economic Analysis
The analysis is divided into three sections: benefits, costs and sensitivity.
The base data from the developer is contained in Tables 11, 12, and 13, which
present visits, receipts and employment, respectively. The tables are simplified versions of the information submitted by the developer. The actual tables
and additional explanatory materials from Triple Five are included in the
appendix to this paper. For the purpose of this analysis, it is assumed that
the Mal I of America will be fully operational in 1995 and all estimates are for
that year. Receipts and revenues are for 1995 but in 1985 constant dollars.
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BENEFITS
The benefits from the Mall of America project fall into three distinct
categories: receipts from tourist expenditures, new jobs (both construction
and operations) and new tax revenues. In order to have some way of comparing
the impact of these benefits, we have calculated basel ine estimates have been
calculated for retai 1 sales and jobs in 1995 (see Table 14). The analysis uses
a basel ine because the regional markets are currently growing. The economic
issues related to the mall are how much of this growth is the mall capturing
and how much new growth will the mall induce? Rather than analyzing all
receipts in the estimated basel ine, the work that follow concentrates on retail
sales because they represent the largest segment of the proposal and that is
where competition with other businesses in the area is 1ikely to occur. To
calculate the 1995 retail sales basel ine estimate, 1982 regional retail sales
per household were adjusted to 1985 dollars, then adjusted for income growth
between 1985 and 1995, and finally mUltiplied by the Council's 1995 household
forecasts (interpolated). Employment estimates are also interpolated from the
Council IS forecasts. Unemployment in 1985 is taken from the Department of
Economic Securities data. The 1995 estimate for unemployment assumes a
constant ratio between the unemployment numbers and total employment from 1985
to 1995.
Table 14
BASELINE ESTIMATES
Growth
Retail Sales
Employment
Unemployment

$ 13.9 bill ion

$ 20.8 bill ion

1, 187,500

1,350,000

$ 7. 1 bill ion
162,000

47,356

Receipts
The analysis begins with Table 11 (1995 Visits). The first column of Table 11
represents new tourists brought in by the Mall of America. It is used to
calculate net new receipts and jobs to the region and state. The last column
of the table presents total attendance to the mall and is used to calculate
what the Mal 1 of America itself will generate in terms of receipts and jobs.
These prov i d,e the bas i s for Tab 1e 12 (1995 Rece i pts) •
Triple Five has broken visitors down into three categories based on the primary
purpose of their visit. The categories are trade/convention, retail and
amusement. The developer then proceeds to estimate what each group of visitors
will spend: convention goers will spend $150 per day in the region, retail
tourists $125 per day and amusement goers $17 to $80 per day depending on how
far away they come from. These amounts are what they will spend in the region
or state, not necessarily just at the Mall of America. The first column of
Table 12 indicates what the developer projects will be spent at the site in
total. For example, the $1.2 bill ion in retail sales is based on an estimate
of $300 per square foot multipled by four mill ion square feet. The remaining
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columns of that table indicate the spending that will be induced by new
tourists to the state or new spending by existing tourists and residents, that
is, Mall of America induced expenditures.
The first column of the table and the last columns should be viewed in two
different ways. The first column represents what is being spent on those
services in the mall. The latter columns represents what is being spent by the
visitors whose primary purpose falls in each of those categories, but not
necessarily what is being spent in the particular category. The developer does
not appear to have double counted expenditures but has not broken the expenditures out completely. For the retail visitors, only retail expenditures have
been estimated. For the other two categories, total expenditures are
estimated.
What does Table 12 tell us? In total, Triple Five expects the Mall to induce
$1,366.3 million in new spending in the state and the region: $541.3 million
on-site and $825 mill ion off-site. Retail sales is the largest component of
the new on-site expenditures, amounting to $425 million. However, the
developer expects to have $1.2 bill ion in total retail sales at the mall. This
means that $775 million will be sales captured from expected growth in the rest
of the region. The developer argues that this is compensated for by the offsite and indirect sales ($825 million) generated elsewhere by the mall
tourists.
Looking back at the basel ine figures, the region can expect $7.1 bill ion growth
in total retai1 sales by 1995. Triple Five expects the mall to add $425
mill ion to that total and to capture $775 mill ion of the $7.1 bill ion or approximately 11 percent. Looked at in a sl ightly'different context, the major
retall centers and the central business districts of the two central cities
accounted for 33 percent of total retail sales in 1982. If'major retail
centers and central business districts were to capture the same share of the
$7.1 billion estimated growth, they would real ize $2.3 billion in new retail
sales. The Mall of America, as a new major retail center, would be competing
for a piece of this $2.3 bill ion. If the mall captures $775 mill ion of the
expected growth, it represents 33 percent of the growth estimated going to
major retail centers and the central business districts. For total retai 1
growth in the region, the mall is estimated to capture 27 percent.
Employment
Construction
The Department of Revenue has used its Minnesota Forecasting and Simulation
Model to estimate the jobs created by the Mall of America construction phase
(1986-1993). Detai led numbers are avai lable in the Nov. 4, 1985 memorandum
entitled Impact of Megamall on Minnesota Economy (see Appendix). Essentially,
most jobs are created in the first three years (4,551 in 1986, 11,715 in 1987,
and 8,683 in 1988). The number of construction jobs created after that drop
off significantly. Construction is to be completed in 1993.
Operations
Using the developer's approach to calculating employment, Table 13 presents
the jobs at the mall and the net new jobs to Minnesota created by the Mall of
America. Jobs are calculated by looking at ratios of sales per employee or
square footage per employee. In column one, the developer assumes one job per
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room for hotels; one job per $90,000 in sales for retail; one job per $45,000
in amusement; and one job per 215 square foot for office space. The bases on
which these are appl ied are in the earl ier tables. The second column is based
strictly on sales ratios and the expenditures expected from the new tourists to
Minnesota (the last column in Table 11). Indirect jobs are calculated using an
employment mUltipl ier of 0.8.
The two columns in Table 13 need to be looked at in the same manner as Table
12. The first column represents employment in specific sectors; the second
represents employment generated by the spending of tourists whose primary
purpose is convention, retail or amusement. At full operation, the Mall of
America will employ 27,370 full-time equivalent. Direct net new jobs to
Minnesota will be 16,357 and indirect jobs will be 13,086. Of the net new
jobs. approximately 7,000 will be in the retai I sector (based on the
developer's footnotes) and most of the rest will be in the service sectors. If
the mall is creating 13,300 retail jobs and inducing only 7,000. then the
remainder are from expected regional growth and could have occurred anywhere in
the region.
For purposes of this analysis, the Department of Revenue model to calculate new
jobs to Minnesota for the operational phase of the project in 1995 was run.
The model estimates 27,539 new jobs for the state given the developer's assumptions on tourism. This falls somewhere between the developer's estimate of
29,443 with a 1.8 mUltiplier and the 21,263 generated when using a 1.3
multiplier (discussed in the Appendix). With the model, indirect employment is
calculated as part of the model.
Tax Revenues
Construction
The revenue department model estimates that the total taxes generated from the
construction-related expenditure of the entire construction period (1986-1993)
will be $121 mill ion ($59 million income taxes, $51 mill ion sales taxes and $11
mi 11 ion corporate income taxes).
Operations
The revenue department model was also used to calculate taxes collected in 1995
during the full operation phase. It is estimated that annual collections will
total $91 mi 11 ion ($48 mi 11 ion individual income taxes, $37 mi 11 ion sales taxes
and $6 mill ion corporate income taxes). Bloomington and the Metropol itan Area
will also collect property taxes (discussed separately). The taxes projected
by the model are all state taxes which get redistributed throughout the state.
The property taxes benefit Bloomington and the Metropol itan Area. How much
each receives will depend of the final resolution of the fiscal disparities
question.
.
Sensitivity and Summary of Benefits
Table 15 below shows a summary of the benefits from the Mall of America proposal and how sensitive these benefits are to the tourist assumptions. In
column 2, the tourist figures have been reduced to reflect some of the questions raised in the tourist section above and to show how benefits are affected
by the assumptions. Trade and convention tourists have been reduced to 135,000
to reflect the competitiveness of the industry and the fact that Minneapol is is
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going ahead with its convention center. Retail tourists have been cut in half-to 1,700,000 to partially take into account the Harrison Price concern that not
many new tourists wil 1 be attracted to the state. The amusement tourists have
been reduced by one million because of the Harrison Price conclusion that the
facil ity is not large enough for the total six mi 11 ion. The new figure for outof-state amusement tourists is 1,100,000.
Column 3 has been added to illustrate that if there are no new tourists to the
state or region there are no net benefits.
Table 15
BENEFITS CREATED BY THE MALL OF AMERICA
Developer's Assumptions
6,100,000
$ 1 .4 b ill ion
27, 539l~
$91 millionl'~

Tourists
Receipts
Employment
State Taxes

Reduced Tourists
2,935,000
$601 mill i on
9,803:'(
$34 mill i on1~

No New
Tourists

o
o
o
o

*From the Minnesota Forecasting and Simulation Model.
COSTS
Convention Center

.

Both the Metropolitan Development Framework and the Metropol itan Development
and Investment Framework give priority to maintaining the metro centers as the
eefocus of the region's commercial, institutional, cultural and entertainment
facil ities. Based on that priority, the Council found Minneapolis a more
appropriate location than Bloomington for the state convention center. That
policy position is supported by the economic analysis of the proposed mall
convention center provided bel~w in this report.
The 800,000 projected delegates are categorized as 200,000 local and 600,000
out-of-state. According to the developer, the 20~,OOO delegates would be
"drawn from existing facil ities elsewhere in the Twin Cities area" (undated
submission by Nichols Appl ied Management, page 2). The 600,000 other delegates
are Iinewil convention and trade show attendees from out of state. All delegates
are assumed to attend events four times over 3.5 days.
The convention center facility was analyzed from the following perspectives:
o

Reasonableness of the projected delegate attendance.

o

Impact on existing attendance given that 200,000 delegates will be
attracted to the new faci lity from existing facil ities in the region.

o

Potential impact if both the Bloomington and Minneapolis facilities are
bui 1to

o

Council pol icy position on the location of a convention center.
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Reasonableness of the Developer's Delegate Projections
No market feasibil ity study has been done by Triple Five on its proposed convention center. Other studies have been reviewed in an attempt to determine how
real istic the developer's projections might be. In 1984, the firm of Coopers
and Lybrand conducted a market feasibil ity and economic impact study of the
proposed Minnesota Convention Center for the Minnesota Convention Facil ity
Commission. In part, the assignment given to Coopers and Lybrand by the commission was to estimate the type and number of events that could be attracted to
'the proposed facil ity and prepare 10-year estimates of the number of events,
attendance, and revenue generated by the proposed facility.
The Coopers and Lybrand study recommended a convention center be built that
would have 400,000 square feet of exhibition space and 50 to 55 meeting rooms.
Triple Five plans a 500,000 square foot convention center at least 300,000
square feet would be in exhibition space. The developer has not provided any
information on meeting rooms or other ancillary facil ities.
In Table 16 the projection of events and out-of-state delegates from the study
is recorded along with the estimate of out-of-state delegates from the
developer. The tenth year of operation shows an estimated 271,000 delegates in
1994 from Coopers and Lybrand as compared to Triple Five's estimate of 600,000
in 1995.
The question that these estimates raise is why Triple Five's projection is 220
percent higher than the Coopers and Lybrand study. The only explanation
offered by the developer is that the convention facil ity would be unique given
its location within the Mall of America and Fantasyworld complex. We have no
data to prove or disprove this contention. Based on a review of the convention
commission study, one can conclude that the delegate attendance e~timate made
by the developer is higher than can reasonably be expected.
Table 16
CONVENTION CENTER EVENT AND ATTENDANCE PROJECTIONS
NEW OUT-OF-STATE DELEGATES
Coopers & Lybrand for
Convention Commission (1984)
Year of
Operation

Eventsl'(

Triple Five

Delegates

Events

Delegates

13

70,000

7

?

3

21

141,000

7

?

10

29

271,000

7

600,000

*New conventions and trade shows that are not currently held
in Minnesota.
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Impact on Existing Convention-Type Facil ities in the Region
The developer has stated that 200,000 persons who now attend convention or
trade show events would be attracted to the Bloomington convention center if it
were built. In 1984, the Minneapol is convention center had a turnstile count
of 1,323,344 for all events, including conventions, conferences, trade shows
and consumer shows (Minneapolis Planning Department transmittal, Oct. 25,
1985. For the same year, the St. Paul civic center reported total turnstile
counts at all events of 1,939,000, for a combined total turnstile count of
3,262,350 (Civic Center Authority of the City of St. Paul, Minnesota, Annual
Financial Report for the Fiscal Year Ended Dec. 31, 1984. April 9, 1985.
As noted above, the developer is projecting a total turnstile count at the
convention center of 3,200,000, which is equivalent to the 1984 turnstile
counts of both the Minneapol is convention center and the St. Paul civic
center. The developer has also said 200,000 delegates (or people) would be
attracted away from events presently held in the area. These 200,000 people
represent 800,000 turnstile counts. If 800,000 turnstile counts were taken out
of the local attendance at the Minneapol is and St. Paul facilities, they would
experience a 24 percent reduction in total attendance. This obviously would
have an impact on the revenues of these facilities.
As part of an analysis of the mall project, the Minnesota Department of Energy
and Economic Development commissioned a study by coopers and Lybrand entitled
Projected Results of Operating Two·Major Convention Faci lities in the Metropol itan Area of Minnesota, Aug. 23, 1985.
The study assumed a convention center with 300,000 square feet of exhibition
space in Minneapolis and 500,000 square feet in Bloomington. The study drew on
the work Coopers and Lybrand did for the Minnesota convention facility commission in 1984. As noted above, the study for the Convention Center Commission
records annual projections of events and out-of-state delegate attendance for a
la-year period. These estimates were used in the Department of Energy and
Economic Development analysis.
The original work done for the convention commission reported a 10-year
operating deficit with one convention facil ity of $10,000,000. The operating
deficit for two facil ities over a la-year period ranges from $66,000,000 to
$161,000,000.
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Table 17
PROJECTED OPERATING LOSSES: OPERATION OF TWO CONVENTION CENTERS
(in mi 11 ions of dollars)
EXPENSES APPROXIMATING THOSE AT MINNEAPOLIS CONVENTION CENTER AT PRESENT
75% of Event in Mpls.
25% in Bloomington

50/50
Spl it of Events

Rental Rate
.40/sq. ft.
.20/sq. ft.
• 10/sq. ft.

Low
Estimate
of Events
92
104
109

~igh

Estimate
of Events

Low
Estimate
of Events

69
86
94

High
Estimate
of Events

25% of Events in Mpls.
75% in Bloomington
Low
Estimate
of Events

High
Estimate
of Events

96
107
113

72
89
98

89
100
106

66
83
91

143
115
161

117
134
143

137
148
154

11 1
127
136

INCREASE EXPENSES BY 20 PERCENT
.40/sq. ft.
.20/sq. ft.
• 10/sq. ft.

140
151
157

114
131
139

Source: Coopers and Lybrand projected results of operating two major convention
facilities in the Metropol itan Area of Minnesota.
Our conclusion is that two state-level centers wil I generate significantly
higher operating losses than if only one were in operation. The amount of loss
will be directly related to the number of events that can be attracted to the
two facilities.
In addition to operating cost, the cost for debt service needs to be taken into
account. Coopers and Lybrand suggested this might range from $125 mill ion over
10 years for Minneapolis to $180 mill ion for the Bloomington project. If the
Bloomington center were completely funded by Triple Five, all losses from the
mall center would be its responsibil ity. Publ ic money would have to make up
the larger deficit that would result in Minneapol is.
Two convention facil ities could attract more events than one new large convention facil ity. Two conventions centers would provide capacity at critical
times of the year that would not be provided by one facil ity, and they would be
expected to spend more time and money promoting events.
In an attempt to fully understand the economic impacts if two convention
centers are built, the potential impacts were analyzed assuming two centers
attracted 50 percent more events and delegates than the estimate made by
Coopers and Lybrand for the convention commission. This would result in
135,000 more delegates.
In light of two basically new convention centers competing for the delegates,
the total of 400,000 delegates were assumed to be evenly spl it between the
Minneapol is and Bloomington convention facilities. The Minneapolis convention
center would sustain a loss of 40,000 delegates while Bloomington would real ize
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a total attendance of 200,000 new delegates to convention and trade show
events.
Both the Metropol itan Development Framework and Metropolitan Development and
Investment Framework give priority to maintaining the metro centers as the
focus of the region's commercial, institutional, cultural and entertainment
facil ities. Based on that priority, the Council found Minneapol is a more
appropriate location than Bloomington for the state convention center when this
was being debated by the convention facil ity commission. Council action taken
at that time states:
Both Bloomington and Minneapolis sites for the convention center are
consistent with the Metropol itan Development Framework, with the
Minneapol is location more supportive of Metropol itan Development Framework
pol icy 8 concerning reinforcement of development in the metro centers.
Public Subsidies
The costs of the project include direct subsidies of tax revenues and indirect
subsidies in the form of regional publ ic services. From a publ ic pol icy
perspective, there are several considerations regarding subsidies. For
example, does the development inject new income into the regional economy? Do
these subsidies provide benefits that would only material ize with public
assistance? Do these subsidies provide assistance to developments that compete
with existing businesses?
In recent years, a large proportion of the new development in the region
received some form of pUblic assistance. While this should not justify
continuation of sUbsidies, it is an important consideration to weigh. The
Bloomington proposal is somewhat unique insofar as part of the subsidy goes
directly to the development for operation and maintenance expenses and most of
the subsidy bu~den falls away from the 6ity.
The development agreement between the city of Bloomington and Triple Five
Corp. includes the following pUblic assistance:
Tax increment financing of $140 mill ion to pay for a parking structure
($84 million) plus a required bond reserve ($56 million).
The exemption of the Triple Five development from the fiscal disparities legislation and an additional two percent hotel/motel tax and
five percent on-sale I iquor tax, both to be levied throughout
Bloomington to raise $15 mill ion annually to cover the operation and
maintenance of public and private improvements.
Funding for state and regional infrastructure, specifically
transportation improvements.
Fiscal Disparities
The Fiscal Disparities Act is based upon the proposition that, in many respects, the Metropol itan Area is a single community, and that. in large
measure, commercial-industrial development in the seven-county area is regional
in nature: it occurs in part because of the proximity of the metropolitan
population, and it tends to serve, and depend upon, an area far beyond the
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borders of the municipal ity in which it happens to locate. Very large commercial-industrial developments, whether large factories, regional shopping
centers, industrial or office parks, locate in a metropol itan area by reason of
the fact that it is a metropolitan area because of the presence of a market and
such metropol itan resources as transportation facil ities. By their very
nature, such developments occur in 1imited numbers. The act assumes that it is
more fair for each city to share a portion of its commercial-industrial growth
with the rest of the Metropol itan Area than it is to maintain a system where
the particular municipality which happens to attract such a development
receives the entire windfall of the value of the development.
The Counci 1 has supported the fiscal disparities program since its inception.
Most recently, in its Aug. 23, 1984 review of proposals for the state
convention center, it found that the use of fiscal disparities as a method to
finance or insure financing for the convention center is inconsistent with the
fiscal disparities law.
Bloomington
mill ion) of
disparities
significant

is proposing to raise approximately two-thirds ($8.5 to $10
the operating sUbsidy by exempting the mall project from the fiscal
contribution levy. This method of financing a subsidy would have
regional effects.

The exemption from fiscal disparities would affect every community in the
Metropol itan Area. Under existing law, 40 percent of new commercial-industrial
development is shared among all communities. ,For taxes payable in 1985', the
shared tax base ($1,264 mi 11 ion) represented about eight percent of the Metropol itan Area tax base. Bloomington estimates the market value of the Triple
Five project for tax purposes is $465 mill ion (1985 dollars) when completed.
This translates into an ass~sed value of $200 million and a fiscal disparities
contribution (40 percent) of $80 mill ion in tax base.
The fiscal disparities law gives all communities a share in the tax benefits of
new development throughout the region. A project of this size located elsewhere in the region would generate a sizable tax benefit to all other
communities. Bloomington is instead proposing to capture this tax benefit to
finance the subsidy to Triple Five. In other words, tax revenues ticketed
under present law to lower taxes in other metropol itan communities is rebated
to the development project.
Upon completion, the Triple Five project is expected to generate property taxes
of approximately $20 million annually (1985 dollars), including a contribution
levy to the fiscal disparities program of $8.5 to $10 mill ion. This imp1 ies an
area-wide mill rate of 106-125 mills using the area-wide tax base for taxes
paid in 1985.
The Bloomington exemption would be in effect through the year 2012, the term of
the tax increment district encompassing the project. If the district is
terminated before this date, it is not clear how the fiscal disparities
exemption is affected.
The primary effect of the exemption is to reduce the areawide shared tax base
and the resulting tax revenues to local governments (municipal ities, counties,
school districts). Local governments would have $8.5 to $10 mill ion less than
if the tax base were shared. There would also be a much smaller effect on
property tax-related state aids (e.g., homestead credits, school aids). The
Minnesota Department of Revenue estimates that there would be a savings in
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state aids of $2.2 mil lion if the fiscal disparities law were not changed and
the project were tax increment district.
There are exemptions currently under the fiscal disparities program. These are
somewhat different from the Triple Five proposal in that the tax dollars
generated are used to finance public improvements in the tax increment district. No revenues are rebated to the development directly. No new exemptions
have been allowed since the original legislation was passed. In addition, the
exemption of a development I ike the Triple Five project seems contrary to the
basic concept of fiscal disparities to spread around the tax benefits of
regional-scale developments.
If a fiscal disparities exemption is not allowed, another source will be needed
for approximately $10 mill ion. Various alternative sources of funding are
available, involving either state, regional or local financing. Bloomington is
considering a one cent sales tax or its equivalent at the project site. The
Council IS regional finance study recommended that a regional sales tax be
reserved for general, not specific, purposes. If a sales tax were to be
earmarked for the project sUbsidy, it would be preferable to 1 imit the tax to
the project or to Bloomington. However, this may have the effect of
discouraging sales in Bloomington.
The operating sUbsidy is a mix of three sources: the fiscal disparities exemption, a hotel/motel tax and an on-sale I iquor tax. One risk is that the taxes
do Qot generate the necessary amount of revenue. If there is a shortfall in
revenues, there is no requirement in the development agreement that the taxes
be extended outside Bloomington or that th~ shortfall be made up by non- .
Bloomington sources. Any deficiency in one year is to be made up in future
years using the same revenue sources. If a shortfall remains after 2012,
Bloomington has to make up the deficit within six years. It is not clear what
happens in the event that the taxes raise more than the $15 million committed
to Triple Five.
Local Hotel and On-Sale Liquor Taxes
Both the hotel/motel tax and the on-sale liquor tax would be levied throughout
Bloomington. These two taxes are expected to raise approximately $5 mill ion
when the development is completed. This assumes that the project is operating
at full capacity.
Bloomington currently levies a three percent tax on sales of transient
lodging. The city would increase the hotel/motel tax an additional two
percent, a total of five percent. The state taxes transient lodging six
percent and on-sale liquor 8.5 percent. 1he Bloomington proposal would raise
these to 11 percent and 13.5 percent respectively.
One advantage of a hotel/motel tax is that it is paid by visitors to the
Bloomington. To the extent that visitors generate the costs related to publ ic
services and the public subsidies, the tax is levied on beneficiaries. From an
equity criterion, beneficiaries should pay the costs generated.
From an efficiency perspective the issue is whether these taxes discourage
consumption. The tax raises the price of the taxed product. The effect on
consumption depends upon how sensitive demand is to the change in price. It is
doubtful that the taxes would have a serious effect on businesses in the
project area. It may be a problem, however, for on-sale 1 iquor businesses in
other parts of Bloomington.
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One risk is that the tax does not generate the necessary amount of revenue. If
there is a shortfall in revenues, there is no requirement in the development
agreement that the taxes be extended outside Bloomington or that the shortfall
be made up by nonBloomington sources (see fiscal disparities discussion).
Tax Increment Financing
Tax increment is a financing method used by cities in which the increase in
taxable value for a parcel of land is set aside and used to pay for improvements to the site rather than being used to contribute to general property tax
revenues. The notion is that because the improv~ments attract development that
would not otherwise occur, no revenues to units of government are lost and jobs
are created. When improvements are paid for, the increment returns to the
general property tax base.
Bloomington proposes to issue $140 mill ion of tax increment bonds. Of this
amount, the largest portion (about $80 million) will b~ used to construct ~
parking garage for the project. About $30 million will be used to pay bonds in
the first two years when no revenue is yet generated. The remainder will be
used to fund other el igible costs such as site preparation, roads and streets,
and bond reserves. An estimated $15 mill ion will be needed annually to payoff
the bonds. The bonds would mature in 22 years.
The latest property tax information from the Minnesota Department of Revenue
shows a total assessed valuation for the city of Bloomington of $848,777,898
for taxes payable 1985. The mall would add an estimated $200 million in
assessed valuation. The total levy in Bloomington is $8.9 million. Not all
of the property tax raised, however, goes to the city. The school district
receives 45 percent; the county, 25 percent; and the city about 15 percent. An
i~sue with tax increment is that additional tax base is pre-empted from not
only the city but also the school district and county which have larger levies
than the city. The counter argument is that the additional tax base would not
occur without the incentives provided and so no revenue is lost to these
governments.
Tax increment financing does shift costs. With all of the tax increment
dedicated to paying off bonds, increased service costs to the mall must be
spread to the remainder of the tax base. In the case of the city itself, costs
for police, fire, street repair, etc., would be spread to the remainder of the
city. Regional costs for the Metropol itan Transit Commission and Metropol itan
Counci 1 or other areawide units would be spread across the metropol itan area.
A characteristic of tax increment financing is that any general increase in
service costs can not be passed on to tax increment districts. For example, if
city costs for 1986 go up five percent, the five percent share that appl ies to
a tax increment district would be spread across the remainder of the city.
The major regional shift associated with the Mall concerns regional transit.
The Regional Transit Board estimates that a moderate level of transit service
to the mall will cost $8.1 mill ion in annual operating costs. A portion of the
costs is recovered in fares but an estimated average of 38 percent ($301
million) is funded by the regional transit property tax levy. Since the mall
is excluded from the taxing district, this portion would not be paid by a levy
on the mall but would be distributed to the remainder of the transit taxing
district. A levy on the Bloomington mall for regional transit would, absent a
tax increment district, be expected to yiel'd $600,000 ($200 mill ion assessed
va 1ue X 3. mill s) •

°
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The Regional Transit Board is limited in the amount of levy it can impose. In
order to fund the added transit costs for the Mall, the legislature will have
to allow for an increased levy or directly appropriate funding for the
increased service. If neither of these occur, any transit service to the mall
will be implemented at the cost of cutbacks in service to other areas in the
region.
Another issue is how the amount of the tax increment compares with other
cities. Hennepin County has prepared a table for cities in Hennepin County
that shows the relative portions of tax base in tax increment districts (see
Appendix). Bloomington currently has 2.5 percent in tax increment. With the
mall, Bloomington's base in tax increment would be increased to 16 percent.
This would be a higher percentage than other cities in Hennepin County. Eden
Prairie, the next highest, currently has ].9 percent; and Minneapol is, ].3
percent. Hennepin County uses a guidel ine recommending no more than six percent of assessed value be in tax increment for larger cities such as
Bloomington and Minneapol is. Several cities are already above thi~ guideline.
The chief impacts would be that at higher percentages a smaller portion of the
city's tax base bears the load of what might otherwise be covered by a tax
increment district. At higher percentages, the marketabil ity of tax increment
bonds would also be affected if they are general obligation bonds. If revenue
bonds, this would not necessarily be true and marketabil ity would be more
dependent on the perceived economic soundness of the proposal. Bloomington has
indicated they will probably use revenue bonds" for the mall.
Funding of Regional Services
on the analysis above in the metropolitan systems section of the report,·
three regional services are 1ikely to experience increased capital "and
operating costs if the mall project is constructed.
Ba~ed

Transportation costs for highway improvements are the most significant, with
immediate costs for serving the mall estimated at $116 mill ion. Approximately
$250 million in improvements to 1-494 are necessary to serve all development
along that corridor.
Transit costs include both capital and operating.
capital costs for buses wi 11 be needed but a large
federal grants. Operating costs of $8 mill ion for
partially funded through passenger fares and state
but $3.1 million of operating costs must be funded
the transit levy or by comparable level cutback in
the region.

Approximately $2 mill ion in
share of that is funded by
transit service will be
and federal operating grants
within the region through
service to other parts of

The third system likely to experience increased costs is the regional recreation open space system which anticipates increased use of regional parks by
tourists. The increased use is directly tied to increased numbers of
tourists. To the extent that the developer's projections of new tourists are
accurate, increased use of the parks wi 11 result. Virtually al I rregional park
capital funding is provided by the state legislature. Operating costs are
local.
The city of Bloomington and Triple Five Corp. have suggested that net new state
revenues generated from the mall are a resource for funding transportation
improvements. If the Harrison Price assessment of tourist projects is correct
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and the developer's projections are extremely high, the mall wil 1 not generate
substantial new revenues. As pointed out in Table 15 of the benefits section
above, if net new tourists are half the number projected, net new revenues to
the state fall from $91 million to $34 mill ion. If no new tourists are
attracted to the state, new taxes will not exist.
EFFECTS ON OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Convention Center
As noted above in the economic analysis of the convention, a second convention
center of the size projected for the mall would substantially increase the
operating deficits for both convention centers. A single convention center can
be expected to experience an annual deficit of $10 million for operating costs
alone, whereas operating deficits for two convention centers would range from
$66 mi llion to $161 mill ion. The increased deficit for the Minneapol is
convention center would be a publ ic liabi lity, anticipated at this time to be
borne by the Minneapol is residents. It constitutes a substantial effect on a
planned development in a local governmental unit other than the city of
Bloomington.
Fiscal Disparities
Exemption of the Mall of America and Fantasyworld would have an adverse impact
on'other local governmental units in the region. As pointed out above under
pUblic subsidies, the $8.5 to $10 mill ion retained by Bloomington through an
exemption is revenue lost to other cities in the region. While the effect on a
single governmental unit may not be substantial, the sum effect on all local
governments in the region is substantial and has the potentfal to lead to other
exemptions from fiscal disparities, further eroding a program that contributes
substantially to equal izing tax base among Metropol itan Area communities. In
addition, such an exemption could result in the termination of the fiscal
disparities program all together.
POSSIBLE MODIFICATIONS TO ALLEVIATE ADVERSE EFFECTS
MODIFICATIONS TO METROPOLITAN SYSTEM PLANS
Although no substantial effect has been establ ished on the regional sewer
system, 1990 flow allocations in the regional sewer system plan will have to be
amended by the Council to accomodate the increased flow projected for the Mall
of America and Fantasyworld.
Modifications to the regional recreation open space system plan may be necessary if tourist visits occur in the magnitude projected. The biennial capital
improvement program is flexible enough to accomodate necessary improvements to
facilities. Funding for capital improvements is provided by the state through
legislative appropriations.
The regional transportation plan needs to be amended to address the magnitude
and timing of the immeediate area highway improvements needed to serve the
development of the Mall of America and Fantasyworld. New funding sources will
be soug~t in order to not alter other regional priorities and state priorities
and schedules in the region.
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MODIFICATIONS TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Two modifications to the developer's proposal are necessary to alleviate the
adverse effects of the proposed project on other local governmental units:
o

El imination of the convention center from the Mall of America and
Fantasyworld.

o

Participation by the project in contributing to fiscal disparities.

o

In order to substantially affect traffic volume on 1-494 and maintain
it at level below tre capacity of an eight-lane freeway, office space
development in the Airport South area needs to be reduced by approximately three million square feet. This would still leave approximately five mill ion square feet of office space in that site and would
allow the construction of the retail and entertaiment component of the
mall proposal and other ancillary components such as the hotels.

SYNOPSIS OF REPORTS OR FINDINGS OF OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES
No other public agencies with the exception of the city of Bloomington have
taken final action on the proposed development. The city has rezoned the site
and entered into a development agreement with the Triple Five corporation.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT
1.

The proposed project, the Mall of America and Fantasyworld, is not consistent with those elements of the Bloomington comprehensive plan subject
to modification by the Council and is in confl ict with metropolitan systems
plans with regard to the use, extension or expansion of metropol itan
systems. The differences in land use, land use intensity and development
staging change the expected use of the regional highway and sewer systems
as identified in both the comprehensive plan and the generic environmental
impact statement for the Airport South District.

2.

The Metropol itan Land Planning Act embodies a process whereby local comprehensive plans can be amended and whereby such plans must be amended to
ensure continued consistency with evolving metropolitan system plans.

·3.

The Metropolitan Land Planning Act limits local ordinancing to prohibit
official controls and fiscal devices in confl ict with local comprehensive
and metropol itan system plans.

METROPOLITAN SYSTEMS ISSUES
Sewers
1.

Wastewater flow projections provided by Bloomington are very simi lar to
wastewater flow projections made by the Metropol itan Waste Control
Commission for the Mall of America development. These flows will cause
Bloomington to exceed its 1990 allocated capacity in the regional sewage
system.
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2.

No substantial effect on the regional sewer system plans is anticipated
from the increased flow because the regional system has the physical
capacity to accomodate the flow and Metropolitan Development Framework
pol icy provides that growth in the fully developed area in excess of
forecasts wi 11 be accommodated if system capacity is available or can
reasonably be provided. Therefore, the Mall of America and Fantasyworld do
not cause a substantial effect on the metropol itan sewer system or or
system plans.

Transportation Findings
General
1.

The mall project is of metropolitan significance since the traffic
generated by the site sUbstantially exceeds the threshold levels of 10,000
vehicle trips per day or 1,000 vehicle trips per hour. Low estimates are
123,000 trips per day or 6,323 trips per hour.

2.

The impact on the transportation system has been analyzed assuming full
implementation of the Mall of America/Fantasyworld project as well as
proposed development for the remaining portion of the Airport South area.

3.

Significant transportation impacts in the immediate vicinity of the Airport
South area would occur if the proposed development for the entire Airport
South area were fully implemented on the site.

4.

The transportation impacts in the immediate vicinity of the Airport South
site would require major improvements in the following metropolitan
highways:
Hwy. 77 between Killebrew Dr. and 1-494
1-494 between 24th Av. So. and 12th Av. So. including interchanges
Hwy. 77 betwe 7n 1-494 and Hennepin County Road 62

5.

The Transportation Policy Plan does show the need to replace the Killebrew
Dr. at-grade intersection with Hwy. 77 with a grade-separated interchange
and the need to upgrade the interchange areas on 1-494 from Hwy. 77 to 24th
Av. The plan, however, did not envisage the magnitude and timing of those
improvements.

6.

None of the immediate impact area improvements is currently scheduled in
either the 1986-87 Highway Improvement Program or the 1988-1991 Highway
Improvement Work Program developed by Mn/DOT. Although it would be highly
desirable for these improvements to be completed by the opening of the
Mall, it would be difficult to achieve. One expediting measure could be
that Bloomington acquire any necessary right-of-way.

7.

The total cost of these immediate area improvements including construction
and right-of-way acquisition is estimated to be $116 mill ion, which
Bloomington proposes be paid by
legislative appropriation based on the
new tax revenues to be generated by the project. Existing funding sources
are limited and would require a drastic revision of regional and state-wide
priorities.

a
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8.

Because of the overall regional growth expected by the Year 2005 and
assuming full implementation of the proposed Mall of America/Fantasyworld
and other Airport South development. capacity up to 10 lanes of traffic and
increased interchange capacity would be necessary on 1-494 between 12th
Av. So. and Hwy. 100.

9.

The above long-term capacity needs on 1-494 west of 12th Av. So. would
exceed the capacity levels (six freeway lanes) envisaged in the current
Transportation Pol icy Plan.

10. Prel iminary analysis indicates that no more than eight freeway lanes should
be considered on 1-494 between 12th Av. So. and Hwy. 100 because of
physical. operation. environmental, economic, financial and systemimpl ication constraints.
11. The prel iminary estimate for upgrading 1-494 to eight freeway lanes between
12th Av. So. and Hwy. 100 is $250 million including construction and rightof-way acquisition.
12. No funding has been identified at this point to finance the potential upgrading of 1-494 outside of the immediate impact area (i .e., west of 12th
Av. So.) nor is it scheduled in any of the Mn/DOT plans.
13. The inclusion of either the short-term immediate impact area improvements
or the long-term improvements on 1-494 in Mn/DOT programs would drastically
alter regional and/or state-wide priorities and schedules.
14. Development proposals for the entire Airport South area would have to be
scaled down to ensure that long-term peak-hour traffic volumes on 1-494
would not exceed the capacity of an eight-lane freeway.
15. In addition to 1-494 upgrading, due to overall regional growth and to the
existing and proposed development for the Airport South area. effects on
metropol itan highways such as Hwy. 77 north of 1-494. the Crosstown and
Hwy. 5 could require additional long-term improvements.
Travel Demand
16. The existing and proposed development for the entire Airport South area
would generate. if no constraints are imposed, about 274,000 vehicle trips
per day on an average weekday.
17. During the worst hour of the day. the evening rush hour. the entire Airport
South development would generate 30,000 vehicles per hour if no constraints
were imposed. About 10,000 vehicles would go into the area (inbound) and
20.000 would exit the area (outbound).
18. Aggressive travel demand management techniques (i .e., transit service.
ridesharing, staggered work hours. etc .• ) would reduce the number of
vehicles in and out of the area. particularly during peak periods.
19. Public transit would playa modest role in the provision of accessibi 1ity
to the Airport South area. A moderate goal of about 550 riders per peak
hour would have a minor impact on the roadway system needs. The cost of
providing the service necessary to attract those riders could approach $8
million per year. The cost-effectiveness of providing those services and
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availability of funding would have to be establ ished by the Regfonal
Transit Board prior to implementation.
20. An internal transit circulation system in Airport South would improve
traffic conditions on the local street system but would not have a
significant impact on the regional system. The cost effectiveness of an
internal circulation system, however, has not been established.
21. The 20,000 outbound unconstrained peak hour vehicle trips generated by the
entire Airport South area could be reduced to about 17,800 trips if aggressive travel demand management techniques were implemented.
22. The Updated Transportation Plan for Airport South prepared by the city of
Bloomington, concludes that on unconstrained number of 19,214 outbound
evening peak hour vehicles could be reduced to a range between 14,100 and
16,750 outbound vehicles depending on how successful travel demand
management techniques were.
23. Transportation Impacts of the Mall of America and Fantasywor1d, prepared
By the City of Minneapo1 is estimates that the outbound traffic generated by
the entire Airport South development during the evening peak hour would be
between 17,300 - 20,700 vehicles.
24. The mall proposal at full development would account for about 40 percent of
the vehicles leaving the Airport South area in the evening rush hour in
2005·
25. According to Council staff estimates, of the evening rush hour traffic
volume~ generated by the Airport South area about 60 percent would be
attributable to the existing and proposed office space development
(including the 2,000,000 square feet proposed by the Triple Five Corp.) .
Less than 25 percent would be attributable to the proposed retail and
entertainment components of the mall development.
26. The 17,800 outbound vehicles leaving the site on the evening peak hour
would distribute themselves in the following manner:
4,100
4,900
3,200
2,300

1-494 (westbound)
1-494 (eastbound)
Hwy. 77 (northbound)
Hwy. 77 (southbound)

27. A total of 9,100 evening rush hour vehicles (well above the capacity of 4
freeway lanes) would use 1-494 in the westbound direction (west of Hwy. 77)
when background traffic generated elsewhere in the region (5,000 vehicles
per hour) is added to the traffic generated by the entire Airport South.
28. A reduction of approximately three mill ion square feet of office space in
the Airport South development proposals would be one of the possible
mitigating measures to maintain long-term traffic peak-hour volumes on 1494 below the capacity of an eight-lane freeway.
Airports
1.

Analysis of potential short-term impacts at the Minneapol is-St. Paul
International Airport indicates substantial overall capabil ity of aircraft
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and terminal facilities to absorb the projected number of mall air
travelers.
2.

The potential highway impacts of mall-generated traffic on ground transportation access to the airport are addressed under effects of the mall on
transportation.

3.

The Mall of America and Fantasyworld does not cause a substantial effect on
the regional air transportation system or on system plans.

1.

The proposed Mall of America and Fantasyworld may have a substantial effect
on the regional recreation open space system and on certain other state and
federal recreation open space facilities. A substantial increase in
tourist visitation would result in sharply increased user demand by
nonresidents of the Metropol itan Area.

2.

The Council IS capacity to adjust the system in response to such demands is
adequate given an appropriately flexible capital improvement program
process, an operation and maintenance budgeting process and adequate
funding to meet the new priorities. The capital improvement program
process recommended in the newly revised Recreation Open Space Development
Guide/Pol icy Plan has the needed flexibil ity. Decisions about funding rest
finally with the state legislature.

3.

The Mal] of America and Fantasyworld do not cause a substantfal effect on
the regional recreatiion open space system or on system plans.

METROPOLITAN DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
1.

The proposed project is located in the fully developed area. Growth in the
fUlly developed area through infill and reuse is encouraged by the
Metropolitan Development Framework which states that fts forecasts of
population, households and employment growth on which system plans are
based should not be viewed as limiting growth in the fully developed area.
Growth in excess of forecasts in the fully developed area is consistent
with Metropol itan Development Framework if regional system capacity is
available or can reasonably be provided.

OTHER METROPOLITAN POLICY ISSUES
Housing
1.

Communities such as Bloomington, Edina, Richfield, the south neighborhoods
of Minneapolis, southwestern neighborhoods of St. Paul, Mendota Heights,
Eagan and Burnsvi lIe should consider reviewing housing plans and programs
for adequacy in addressing the provision of housing opportunities for lower
income households 1ikely to be employed at the Mall of America and
Fantasyworld.
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ECONOMIC AND FISCAL ANALYSIS
KEY ASSUMPTIONS
1.

The most critical data in the economic analysis of the Mall of America and
Fantasyworld are the estimates of new tourist visits from outside the state
of Minnesota and how much they will spend. Tourist visits and the resulting expenditures provide new income to the state that in turn generates
new jobs and increased tax revenues.

2.

The developer has not provided any detailed studies to support the projected attendance. Without new tourists from out of state, there are no
positive economic benefits to the region or state.

3.

Estimates of receipts, employment and revenues generated by the Mall of
America vary depending on the assumptions made regarding the number of new
out-of-state tourists and the level of their expenditures. Using the
developer1s estimates of attendance, the Mall of America project would
stimulate significant numbers of new jobs and produce new state taxes
primarily because the developer estimates that the project will attract a
significant number of new out-of-state tourists to the region.

4.

Harrison Price Co., the Council IS consultant, has conc1uqed that, whi le the
project may attract between 15 and 17 mill ion people annually to the site,
the project will not increase the number of tourists coming into the
state. The Harrison Price analysis is supported by data from an earl ier
study of Minnesota to~rism conducted in 1977 and 1978 by Professor Ue1
Blank. Blank analyzed this project under contract to the city of
Minneapo1 is and reached the same conclusion as the Harrison Price study.

5.

The following conclusions apply generally to all estimates:
The mall will capture a share of growth in the region. The fewer the
tourists the larger share of the regional market it must capture to meet
the developerls sales projections.
As projected net new employment goes down, Bloomington captures more of
what has been created and the remainder of the region gains less.

6.

If no significant numbers of new out-of-state tourists are attracted to the
region, the retail sales and amusement expenditures at the mall capture
growth in regional disposable income. The Harrison Price report indicates
that the mall can capture its projected receipts totally from a share of
regional retail growth without adversely affecting existing retai 1
operati ions.

Tourist Expenditure Estimates
1.

The expenditure estimates for those tourists whose primary purposes are
trade and convention and retai 1 shopping appear to be reasonable. The
estimate for expenditures at the amusement park are high given the size of
the amusement proportion of the proposed facil ity.
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BENEF ITS
Rece i pts
1.

Based on the developer's assumptions, the mall will generate approximately
$1.4 bill ion in new expenditures in the region: $541.3 mill ion on-site and
$825 mill ion off-site.

2.

Based on the developer's assumptions, the mall wi 11 generate $1.2 billion
in retail sales of which $425 million comes from new tourists--the
remainder ($775 million) from growth that would accrue to the region with
or without the mall.

3.

Based on the developer's assumptions, the mall wi 11 capture 33 percent of
the 1995 projected basel ine retail growth that would accrue to major retail
centers and the central business districts. This is off-set by the $825
million spent off-site in other services if the tourist projections are
correct.

4.

If the deve1oper ' s assumptions are reduced by 50 percent, the mall will
generate $601 million in new receipts to the region and state. Fewer
induced expenditures means the mall would capture a larger share of
expected retail growth.

1.

Based on the ~eveloperls assumptions and using the Revenue Department's
Minnesota forecasting and simulation model, the maT1 'wi 11 create 4,551
construction jobs in 1986,11,715 in 1987, and 8,683 in 1988. Additional'
construction jobs will continue through 1993.

2.

In 1995, when the mall is fully operational, the developer estimates 29,443
new jobs created in the region, of which, 27,370 full time equivalent will
be at the mall. The Revenue Department's model estimates 27,539 new jobs
for the region and the state. If an employment multipl ier of 1.3 is
applied to the developer's assumptions, the new jobs to the region and the
state are reduced to 21,263.

3.

Based on reduced tourist assumptions, the Revenue Department's model
estimates 9,803 new jobs to the region/state. If there are no new
tourists, there will be no new jobs.

Tax Revenues
1.

Construction of the mall will generate approximately $121 million in state
taxes ($59 mi 11 ion personal income, $51 mi 11 ion sales tax and $11 mi 11 ion
corporate income).

2.

In 1995, the operations phase of the mall will generate $91 mill ion state
taxes, given the developer's assumptions. With reduced tourist
assumptions, the mall will generate $34 mill ion. Again, with no new
tourists, the mall will generate no new taxes.
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COSTS
Convention Center
1.

In reviewing proposals for the location of a state convention center, the
Council found Minneapol is a more appropriate location than Bloomington
based on Metropol itan Development Framework pol icy giving priority to
maintaining the Metro Centers as the focus of the region's commercial,
institutional, cultural and entertainment facil ities.

2.

No market feasibil ity study has been done by the Triple Five Corp. on its
proposed convention center.

3.

Development of a convention center in Bloomington is not 1ikely to generate
the new convention and trade show delegates estimated by the developer
which are 220 percent higher than the attendance projected for the new
state convention center in a study commissioned by the state convention
center commission.

4.

If two state-level convention centers are bui It, significant competition
between Minneapol is and Bloomington for events is 1ikely to result in
significant operating losses for the Minneapol is convention center, which
will have to be made up from publ ic funds.

5.

The operating losses constitute a substantial effect on planned development
in the city of Minneapolis.

Publ ic Subsidies
Fiscal Disparities
1.

The Council has supported the fiscal disparities program since its
inception and has opposed the granting of exemptions. In reviewing the
proposals for the state convention center, the Council recommended against
the use of fiscal disparities exemption as a means of financing the
convention center.

2.

The proposed exemption from fiscal disparities would result in $80 mill ion
in tax base being exempted from the fiscal disparities pool. The primary
effect of the exemption is to reduce the areawide shared tax base and the
resulting tax revenues to municipal ities, counties and school districts.
Local governments would have $8.5 to $10 mi 11 ion less than if the tax base
were shared.

3.

The effect of the exemption is to shift the subsidy of Triple Five to other
local governments by raising taxes in nonexempt cities.

4.

Exemption of the project from fiscal disparities would cost the state $2.2
million in state aids.

5.

The proposed fiscal disparities exemption is different from other exemptions in that it is rebated to the developer directly. Other exemptions in
the law are used to finance publ ic improvements in tax increment districts. No new exemptions have been al lowed since the original legislation
was passed.
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6.

Tax increment financing in the amount of $140 mill ion is proposed to fund
the parking structure and site imp:ove~ents for the Mall of America and
Fantasyworld.

7.

Tax increment financing shifts costs of serving the proposed development
onto other taxpayers. For this development the most likely increased costs
are for local services such as police, fire, street repair, etc. and
regional costs for transit service.

8.

The additional local costs will be paid by city taxpayers located outside
the mall prope~tYj the additional regional costs for transit will be levied
on all regional taxpayers outside the mall property.

9.

The major tax increment financing shift associated with the Mall of America
and Fantasyworld concerns regional transit which is estimated to cost $8.1
million. Costs estimated at $3.1 mill ion annually will be levied on the
remainder of the region provided that the Regional Transit Board is
autho~ized by the legislature to increase its levy.

10. If the transit levy is not increased, increased transit service to the mall
must be funded by a legislative appropriation or by cutbacks in service in
other areas of the region.
11. The proposed hotel/motel sales tax is consistent with Counci 1 policy on
revenue contained in the Regional Service and Financ~ Study in that
beneficiaries of a service pay the costs generated. To the extent that
visitors generate the costs related to public services and publ ic
subsidies, the hotel/motel tax will be levied on the visitors as
beneficiaries.
POTENTIAL EFFECTS ON OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNITS
1.

A second state-level convention center in Bloomington would have a substantial adverse effect on the planned convention center in Minneapolis. It
would increase the operating deficits for the Minneapol is center and is
1ikely to draw attendance away from the planned Minnneapol is state-level
center.

2.

The proposed state-level convention center at the Mall of America and
Fantasyworld meets the criteria in the metropol itan significance rules to
make a determination that a proposed project is of metropolitan significance based on its substantial adverse effect on a planned land use or
development in a local governmental unit other than the city of Bloomington.

3.

An exemption from fiscal disparities would affect every
metropolitan area. If the proposed project contributes
ities, property taxes paid in all other communities are
exempted, taxes are higher. In this sense, the subsidy
shifted to other local governments.

4.

Exemption of this project may set a precedent that results in significantly
lower tax revenues for some metropol itan area communities.

5.

The proposed exemption from fiscal disparities meets the criteria in the
metropol itan significance rules to make a determination that a proposed
project is of metropolitan significance based on its substantial adverse
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community in the
to fiscal disparlower. If it is
to the developer is

effect on an existing or planned land use or development in local
government units other than the city of Bloomington.
RECOMMENDATIONS
That the Council determine that the metropolitan significance regulations apply
to the proposed Mall of America and Fantasyworld.
That the Council determine that the proposed Mall of America and Fantasyworld
causes the effects set forth in Minn. Rules 5700.0400(D) and 5700.0500.
That the Council determine that the proposed Mall of America and Fantasyworld
is of metropolitan significance.
That the Council determine that the proposed Mall of America and Fantasyworld
meets the metropolitan significance standards for transportation system impacts
set forth in Minn. Rules 5700.0400(D) but is not appropriate for the exercise
of the power of suspension.
That the Council determine that procedures should be initiated to amend the
regional transportation plan to address the magnitude and timing of the
immediate area highway improvements in conjunction with the development of the
Mall of America and Fantasyworld. New funding sources will be sought in order
not to alter other regional and state transportation priorities and schedules
in the region.
That the Council institute a study to determine an ultimate design concept for
the 1-494 corridor to accomodate regional growth, to be underta~en by the
Council in cooperation with the Minnesota Department of Transportation and
affected local communities. The study could lead to a modification of the
metropolitan transportation system plan.
That the Council use the local plan amendment process under the Metropolitan
Land Planning Act to accomplish the following:
Development proposals for the entire Airport South area should be
scaled down to maintain long-term traffic volumes on 1-494 below the
capacity of an eight lane freeway.
Because of its large peak-hour trip generation characteristics, office
space development for the entire Airport South area should be
considered as a prime candidate to be reduced or converted to a land
use that generates fewer peak-hour trips.
Aggressive travel demand management techniques should be implemented
in conjunction with the proposed development for the entire Airport
South area. Transit options should be closely evaluated by the
Regional Transit Board prior to implementation to determine their costeffectiveness.
That the Council determine that the proposed Mall of .America and Fantasyworld
meets the metropolitan significance standards for substantial effects on
planned development in local governmental units set forth in Minn. Rules
5700.0500 but is not appropriate for the exercise of the power of suspension or
amendment.
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That the Council determine that only one new state-level convention center can
be accomodated in the Metropolitan Area, and the location most supportive of
Council policy is in the metro center of Minneapolis.
That the Council reaffirm its long standing commitment to the fiscal disparities program and its opposition to exemptions from the law.

PPOOO/PROTX3
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ATTACHMENT 3
TABLE 5
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ATTACHMENT 7
Table 1
ESTIMATED IMPACTS OF FANTASYWORLD/MALL OF ·AMERICA
ON USE OF SELECTED RECREATION FACILITIES AND PROGRAMS
Current Pe~k
Capacity

... Ii"

Current
Peak Use 3

Degree of
Impact

'40

25

100
135
50

67
110
20

Intermedi ate
Major
Intermediate

450

200

Intermediate

100
200

70
160

Intermediate
Intermediate

1,200

900

Major

100
100

75
N/A

Intermediate
Intermediate

500

100

Intermed i ate

1,100

900

Major

700

400

Major

120
1,500
300

100
N/A
75

Minor
Major
Major

600

200

Major

400

200

Intermediate

400

100

Intermediate

80

250

Major

700

650

Intermed i ate

Major

.

Comments
Although this campground has only been open for one year, it
has already had a few capacity weekends. It wi 11 be the
closest campground to the mega-mall, with excellent access to
the state zoo as well. 1986 expansion is planned and funded.
Reasonably close to mega-mall, but run by a major competitor.
A bit more distant but well-publicized.
Only open for part of one season, but is expected to be heavily
used by metro residents. Relatively convenient to mega-mall.

Local use expected to fill capacity here soon due to new
attractions. Could be some potential capacity problems.
Relatively minor but highly visible facility.
Major new facilities expected to approach capacity with local
use. Attraction of good beach could cause capacity problems
here •
Variety of attractions and close by. Would experience a major
surge in use, perhaps straining current capacity. Charge for
day use may constrain short-term visitors, and encourage them
to go elsewhere.
Small capacity, not readily visible to visitors.
Close by, and would be heavily promoted.
Not as obvious to visitors as Fort Snelling. Local use
expected to increase.
Major attraction and close by. Already over capacity in main
use area. Impact could be significant, but more of a problem
for casual sightseeing than picnicking.
Close to'high concentration of transients; attractive natural
area.
Relatively small and remote.
Close by and promoted; good easy connections possible.
'Close by and attractive. Facility capacity is there.
Environmental capacity more questionable.
Close by with extensive capacity.
Close by; local use expected to increase significantly in
future years. If promoted, could be heavily used. Free access.
Close by. In process of redevelopment which should bring local
use close to capacity. Quite visible and attractive. Provides
natural trail loop.
A lot of visitors drawn in to see falls will also walk trails,
which are very busy now.
Parkway sightseeing should increase; trails here are not a big
tourist draw now •

•

Table 1 (Continued)

Nature of Use
4. Winter Trails
(cross-country
skiing)

5. Downhill

Sk iing

Potential Sites 1

Current Pe2k
Capacity

Current
Peak Use 3

Hy1and-Bush-Anderson
Lakes PR

750

750

Major

Wood Lake MP
Fort Snelling SP

120
950

150
400

Minor
Major

Hidden Fall s-Crosby'
Farm RP
Bloomington MPs

300
150

150
N/A

Intermediate
Minor

A bit more isolated; easy course; free.
Isolated. small system.
Few tourists likely to come here to ski.
Few tourists likely to come here to ski.

Hy1 and Hi 11 s
Buck Hill

Degree of
Impact

1

7

N/A

N/A

Minor
Minor

75

Minor

Comments
Very attractive; rentals available; close to transient population; extensive system; fee charged. artificial snow-making
possible.
Small system; isolated.
Close by; extensive capacity; easy courses; no rentals at
present; fee charged.

6. Sightseeing/

Hy1and-Bush-Anderson
Interpretation Lakes PR
- Richardson Nature Ctr.

125

- Holmenkol1en Ski Jump

1

N/A

Major

Wood Lake MP
MVNWRRA

150

125

Minor
Major

<.n
u-J

Pike Island Nature Ctr.

Intermediate

75

50

1.200

1.000

Major

500

750

Major

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

Major
Major
Minor

Buck Hills ski meets

N/A

N/A

Minor

Cross-country ski events

N/A

N/A

Intermedi ate

Historic Fort Snelling
Minnehaha Park
7. Special Events Winterrific
Holmenkollen ski jumping
Hyland Hills ski meets

. ...'"

1

N/A

Impact depends on program emphasis. Other centers better
positioned to provide large-scale cultural and environmental
. overviews desired by tourists.
Major impact on summer sightseeing use if observation deck and
elevator are included. Good view. very obvious feature in busy
area.
Impact depends on program emphasis.
Well positioned for broad environmental overview of area;
likely to be promoted heavily; close by.
Close by; but not as likely as MVNWRRA to attract large crowds.
may receive some fallout from increased use of historic fort;
cooperative approach could make it a one-stop cu1turalenvironmental center for entire region.
A major tourist attraction already; proximity will mean heavy
impact.
A major tourist attraction already; proximity will mean heavy
impact. Capacity difficult to expand.
Close by; interesting; will be heavily promoted.
Very interesting; close by; unique; heavily promoted.
Relatively local interest; could be more impact depending on
publicity.
Relatively local interest; could be more impact depending on
publicity.
Depends on level of competition. promotion and visitor
convenience/comfort. Could be important.

1.

RP - Regional Park; PR - Park Reserve; RT - Regional Trail; SP - State Park; MP
Recreation Area.

2.

Peak expressed as number of people that facility can handle at one time according to current regional system guidelines. on average peak weekend day in
season; with exception of campgrounds. where peak capacity is the number of sites. N/A means data not available •

3.

Peak use expressed as the number of people using the facility at peak time on an average peak weekend day in season; with the exception of campgrounds.
where peak use is the number of sites occupied on an average summer weekenD,. N/A means data not available.

sa372.

)PNI

~

Municipal Park; MVNWRRA - Minnesota Valley National Wildlife Refuge and

..

APPENDIX 1
ANALYSIS OF VISITOR PROJECTIONS
The developer has provided projections of tourist visits which this report
analyzes. In addition, the Council contracted with Harrison Price for a review
of the developer's projections and the assumptions on which they were based.
(Attached to this Appendix is a letter from the Harrison Price Co. which
clarifies and supplements the report done for the Council.)
Triple Five projects that the project will attract 25,700,000 people annually.
When multiple event attendance is included for convention center delegates, the
total turnstile count is 28,100,000. With the exception of convention center
delegates, each visitor to the retail and entertainment complex generates one
turnstile count so, for those activities, person and turnstile clicks are the
same. Only the convention delegates have multiple visits, estimated at four
days for each delegate, so the 800,000 people generate 3,200,000 turnstile
counts.
In addition to new out-of-state tourists, existing tourists who extend their
stay and expend more money also add to the state's jobs, income and revenues.
The table addresses the contribution of these tourists by including a calculation of these visits in days, rather than in numbers of persons.
The total tourists are estimated by the developer to be 9,800,000. The convention center attracts 600,000 people, the entertainment complex, 2,300,000, and
the retail mall 6,900,000. The total tourist estimates are further segmented
into in-state (nonlocal) and out-of-state tourists. The total out-of-state
tourist estimate is 6,100,000 people. Therefore, the in-state tourists equal
3,700,000 people.
The developer was asked to segregate new tourists from existing tourists.
According to Triple Five, the convention center will attract 800,000 delegates
a year, 200,000 or one-quarter of which is local and would be attracted away
from existing convention facilities in the region. The remaining 600,000
people are from out of the state and are new convention or trade show
participants.
The retail complex and amusement center are projected to attract 5,500,000 outof-state tourists. The developer has stated that 60 percent (3,300,000
persons) of these tourists would be new and induced by the project. Another 30
percent or 1,650,000 persons who presently come to the region as tourists frpm
out of the state would increase their stay here for the purpose of going to the
mall for shopping or amusement. Finally, the developer says 10 percent of the
5,500,000 out-of-state tourists would shift from other activities to go to the
mall. These are not new tourists so they do not generate any benefit to the
state; any shift in spending benefits only Bloomington.
The developer did not do a market feasibility study to generate these projections. The Council did not have sufficient information from the developer to
assess the accuracy of these projections. Therefore, the Council conducted its
own research and contracted with the firm of Harrison Price to analyze the
material presented by the developer and estimated the annual attendance the
project might generate. The Council staff also extensively used the study:
Minneapoplis-St. Paul Travel-Tourism, People, Dollars and Activities in the
1-1

Metropolitan Area, Uel Blank, Michael Petkovich, University of Minnesota,
Oct. 1979.
Staff analyzed the projection of tourist visitors for the retail mall and
amusement complex from two viewpoints:
1.

How do the attendance projections compare to known visitors to the region?

2.

How do the attendance and facility compare to other facilities around the
country?

The most comprehensive study of visitors to the region was done in 1979 by Uel
Blank who at that time was a professor at the University of Minnesota. Tables
1 and 2 record data from that study, along with some additional material
provided by staff. Table 1 records the purpose of all trips to the region.
Council staff has increased these estimates by 10 percent based on two factors:
1) the population of the region increased by 6.5 percent from April 1, 1978 to
April 1, 1985 and ). employment increased by 16.7 pe~cent.
Table 2 records the distance of the home location of visitors by the various
trip purposes. These totals have also been increased by 10 percent. The
columns do not add across due to rounding of the percents to whole numbers in
the original report.
The developer projects 12 million visits will be generated from within an area
of 50 miles from the project. The Minnesota and Wisconsin population in this
area now is approximately 2,285,000 people. Every person in this area would·
have to make 5.25 trips each year to realize these projections.
The developer assumes the retail segment of the project will attract 3,500,000
visitors within Minnesota but beyond 50 miles of ,the mall and 3,400,000
visitors from out of state. When the Minnesota population within 50 miles of
the project is subtracted from the total state population, the remaining number
of residents is 2,100,000. Thus, Minnesota residents outside the region are
projected to shop at the mall about 1.6 times a year.
The developer projects 3,400,000 out-of-state people will come to the mall to
shop each year. As noted above, 60 percent are new tourists (2,040,000), 30
percent would extend their stay to shop at the mall (1,020,000), and 10 percent
(340,000) result from tourists in the area who shift to the mall from other
activities.
The Uel Blank study estimates 567,000 visitors came to the area to shop from
beyond 100 miles. If this number is increased by 10 percent, 633,000 people
would now be coming to the region in 1985 to shop. The developer is therefore
suggesting the mall would attract over three times the people who live 100
miles from the area that now come to the region to stay.
The developer also is projecting that the mall will induce 160 percent of the
present tourists that come to the region to shop to extend their stop. This,
of course, is not possible, since the greatest possibility is to induce all, or
100 percent of the prresent tourists to extend their stays.
Amusement
The developer projects the amusement complex will attract six million visitors
1-2

annually. The local share of these visits, which in this case is defined as
coming from within 100 miles of the site, will produce 3,700,000 visits. The
population within this area is approximately 4,365,000. Therefore, 85 percent
of these people are expected to visit the entertainment complex annually. If
we assume these people are from within 100 miles, but in Minnesota, a possibility given the confusion over the developer1s numbers, each Minnesota resident
that lives within 100 miles of the project would have to visit the amusement
center 1.2 times a year.
The developer's projection calls for the remainder of Minnesota residents to
produce 200,000 visits to the entertainment complex. Therefore, about 20
percent of the population in the remainder of the state are projected to come
to the entertainment area each year.
Table 1
TOURISTS-VISITORS TO REGION

1977 -78*

10 percent
Increase

Estimated
1985

1.

Visit to friends and relatives

6,804,000

680,400

7,484,400

2.

Work or business

4,284,000

428,400

4,712,400

3.

Personal business

3,780,000

378,000

4,158,000

4.

Recreation, sightseeing,
entertainment

2,016,000

201,600

2,217,600

5.

Shopping

1,764,000

176,400

1,940,400

6.

Conference and convention

1,260,000

126,000

1,386,000

7.

Travel Node, no special
reason to be in TCMA

4,536,000

453,600

4,989,600

8.

All others

756,000

75,600

831,600

25,200,000

2,520,000

27,720,000

*Minneapolis-St. Paul Travel-Tourism People, Dollars and Activities in
the Metropolitan Area, Executive Summary, Uel Blank, Michael Petkovich,
University of Minnesota, Oct. 1979.
The developer's projections of visitors to the amusement facility state
2,100,000 visitors would come from outside the state. Again, they assume 60
percent are new visitors (1,260,000), 30 percent would extend their stay to go
to the project (630,000), and 10 percent would shift from other entertainment
activities (210,000).
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Table 2

PURPOSE OF TRAVEL TO TIlE TWIN CITIES METROPOLITAN AREA BY DISTANCE fROM nOME
Over 100
Hiles
Purpose
for Trl!!.

Percent

Work

Number

Humber

2,304,000

2,534,400

6

864,000

4

16~

Humber

Number

Percent

Humber*

10 Percent
Increase

Humber

847,000

14i

3,094,000

3,403,400

950,400

4

308,000

338,600

5

1,105,000

1,215,500

576,000

633,600

16

1,232,000

1,355,200

8

1,768,000

1,944,600

Recreation,
Sightseeing
Entertainment 8

1,152,000

1,267,200

10

770,000

647,000

9

1,989,000

2,187,900

Visit friends
and Relatives 36

5,184,000

5,702,400

20

1.540,000

1,694,000

31

6,851,000

7,536,100

Travel Mode

14

2,016,000

2,217 ,600·

-12

924,000

1,016,400

13

2,873,000

3,160,300

3

432.000

475,200

4

308,000

336,600

3

663,000

~300

14,400,000

15,640.000

7,700,000

3,470,000

22,100,000

24,310,000

Shopping

I

Percent

All Distances

17.0,000

Conference

+:>

10 Percent
Increase

Under 100
Miles

10~

Convell~ lonl

......

10 Percent
Increase

Other
TOTAL

Source:

100~

100i

Mlnneapolts-St. Paul travel and tourism and the Metropolitan Council, Uel Blank.

*Totals do not add across due to rounding of percent to nearest whole number.

100%

Based on the Blank study (increased by 10 percent), we find 1,267,200 people
from beyond a 100-mile area come to the region for recreation or sightseeing.
Thus, the developer is projecting an increase of 100 percent in this volume of
tourists. Fifty percent of the visitors that come for recreation (1,260,000)
would have to extend their stays to visit the project to meet the developer's
projections. Seventeen percent of visitors who come to the area for recreation
would have to shift from other activities to the mall.
The Harrison Price study looked at the same issue by comparing the project to
market penetration rates for other well known projects in the country. After
reviewing the project against festival retail centers such as Harbor Place
(Baltimore), Faneuil Hall Market Place (Boston), GhirardelJi Square (San
Francisco), and amusement and water parks such as Disney World, Disneyland,
Valleyfair, River Country (Orlando), the Harrison Price study concludes:
Until concrete documentation of attendance performance at West
Edmonton Mall is made available to provde otherwise, there is little
alternative but to conclude that attendance forecasts for Minnesota
International Center appear very optimistic and are perhaps grossly
overstated. To the extent that experience at leading festival
centers, Disney World and other partly comparable attractions is
applicable, Harrison Price Co. considers a combined retail and
amusement visitor volume in the range of $15 million to $17 million to
be generous, giving Minnesota International Center an overall market
penetration rate of 60 to 70 percent. This is about midway in the
performance range between Disney World and the most successful
festival centers and concedes that a development of the unique concept
and magnitude proposed will have an above-average impact on the
available market.
How does the Amusement Center Compare to Known
Recreation Attendance in the Region
- In fiscal year 1985, the attendance at all Minnesota State parks, which
number~64, was 6,600,000.
- The busiest state park, Ft. Snelling, attracted 610,000 visitors.
- In 1982, the Minnesota Zoo attendance was 855,823.
- The arts/entertainment attendance for the region in 1984 was estimated at
5,528,000 by Council staff. This includes all ticketed entertainment,
including movies, theaters, popular music concerts, opera/musicals, classical
music, dance and visual. Included in this group are the 116 fine arts
organizations in the region, which include the Guthrie, the Symphony, St.
Paul Chamber Orchestra, Minneapolis Art Institute and the Walker.
- In 1981, a study was done of of the 10 major cultural facilities in the
region. (Economic Impacts of Arts and Cultural Institution National
Endowment for the Arts, Research Division, Jan. 1981). The total attendance
for the 10 facilities included was approximately 2,390,000. When the
nonlocal attendance, with the sole reason to visit the specific facility was
reviewed, it was found only 4.6 percent or a total of 109,940 people came to
the region to attend these facilities
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Comparison of Fantasyworld to Other Amusement Parks
As a method to understand this facility better, four other amusement facilities
in the Upper Midwest were contacted, and various data requested. Table 3
records this informatiion. As the table shows, Fantasyworld is equal in size
to Adventureland in Des Moines, Iowa as far as acreage is concerned, and
basically equal as far as rides. All the other parks are significantly larger
in acreage, although Valleyfair and Six Flags have fewer rides.
All the other parks are seasonal, operating during the summer on a daily basis
and on weekends before Memorial Day and after Labor Day in most cases. It
should be noted due to the focus on children and young adults, this is the peak
season since they are out of school and can attend on weekdays. The Fantasyworld complex would operate year-round.
The admission cost for the four parks is a one price, one ticket structure.
This means that for one price a visitor can ride as many rides as they want·
during the one-day visit. The Fantasyworld pricing structure is for individual
rides. The developer estimates each visitor will spend $15 per day. In
Edmonton, the submarine ride cost is $6 Canadian, about $4.50 in U.S. currency.
The attendance figures illustrate that none of these fair parks approach the
six million projected by the developer. This could be because of the seasonal
nature of these parks, but this factor is offset by the 'higher number of rides
and activities, and lower costs if the $15 average expenditure is assumed at
Fantasyworld.
How Unique ;'s Fantasyworld?
The total number of parks and att~actions may be estimated by the membership
of the International Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions. While
there are five categories of members, the only one of relevance is the Park and
Attraction members. There were 572 members in 1984. Therefore, 572 parks and
attractions can be assumed. These also include members from other countries,
so it is not fair to assume all parks are in this country. Fantasyworld, West
Edmonton Mall, is one such member.
All parks are not described in detail so it is not possible to know which ones
would be on a par with Fantasyworld. Nevertheless, this illustrates amusement
parks and attractions are fairly common. This is reconfirmed by the index of
Amusement Parks of America published in 1980. (Jeff Ulmer, Deal Press, New
York, NY) This identifies 319 U.S. attractions.
An article in the U.S. Water News, Sept. 1985, reports that there are now 55
major water parks across the country, up from 29 parks nation-wide in 1983. To
be considered a "major" park, the amusement center must have one large pool and
at least three other water attractions. As examples of the largest parks, the
article describes Water World in Denver, which has two wave pools creating
five-foot waves, 14 water slides, an innertube ride and a speed slide. Wet IN
Wild, the largest water park, is located in Arlington, Texas. This park
includes a 76-foot high slide with a 70 degree angle, and a figure-eight slide
that winds through a cave with strobe lights. The largest park in the western
U.S. is in San Diemas, California, which has 44 acres of water activities.
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In response to questions from Council staff, Harrison Price provided some
comparative material on the hourly ride capacity of major parks in the
country. This is provided below:
100,000+
100,000
50,000
95,000
10,000

Disney World (Magic Kingdom)
Disneyland
Knotts Berry Farm
Cedar Point
Fantasyworld
(Harrison Price Co. Estimate)

In comparison to the largest parks in the country, Fantasyworld is in fact not
a very large park.
Following are exerpts from the Harrison Price study.
sis has been added by Council staff.

The material in parenthe-

- Harrison Price Co. considers a combined retail and amusement visitor volume
in the range of 15 million to 17 million to be generous (and sensitive to the
notion that the unique project concept and sheer scale of development will
generate an above-average public response), giving the Minnesota International Center an overall market penetration rate of 60 to 70 percent.
- Experience with massive development projects in other locations, including
Edmonton, suggests that little or none of this visitation and associated
spending will be "new , II or induced by the project. Whatever does occur wi 11
likely be limited to the first year or two of operation, when public
curiosity is at its peak.
(This conclusion obviously contradicts the major contention of the
developer. It should be noted that in the work by Uel Blank, commissioned by
the city of Minneapolis concerning this project, he reaches basically the·
same conclusion. "Can the Triple Five project attract the expenditures
projected? The achievement of the developer's projections would require a
major shift in travel and expenditure patterns. While the year-to-year
travel patterns may shift, the tendency is to return to the long-time trend
in subsequent years. The opening of the project would attract many who wish
to see it if traffic conditions will permit. The strength of this initial
surge is in part a function of marketing; however, no marketing plan is
provided by the developer. There are many competing shopping and amusement
features in the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area, and once the initial curiosity
is satisfied, there will be an almost certain return to other places of
convenience and services." Evaluation of Impacts of the Mall of America and
Fantas orld on Tourism, Recreation and Livabilit , prepared by Uel Blank,
Oct. 8, 1985, p. 5.
Tourist Expenditure Estimates
Trade and Convention Center Tourists: Triple Five estimates $150 per day per
delegate. This does not seem unreasonable. Most researchers use the 1978-1979
Convention Expenditure Survey conducted by the International Association of
Convention and Visitors Bureaus. Data from that survey updated to 1985 numbers
estimates that convention delegates spend on average $450 per event. Trade
shows bring in $575 per delegate per event. Dividing these numbers by the 3.5
days used by the developer gives a range of expenditures per delegate per day
of approximately $130 to $165.
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Retail .Tourists: The Harrison Price study cites a University of Minnesota study
in 1979 which estimates tourists spend $137 per person per trip in the state
(in 1984 dollars). That study also estimates what this amount was spent on.
The retail and food and drink expenditures constitute 72 percent of these
expenditures. Allowing for a real growth in buying power of three percent, the
expenditures per person per trip in 1995 would be $190 (in 1985 dollars).
Seventy-two percent of that is $137. The $125 used by Triple Five appears
reasonable.
Amusement Tourists: The Harrison Price study concludes that $15 per visit used
by Triple Five for amusement expenditures is not reasonable. The study notes
that the "$15 on-site exceeds all comparable experience except the Disney
parks, which have a ten-fold greater capacity and hence entertainment value.
The other expenditures associated with amusement tourist visits do not seem out
of line.
1I

Sales per Square Foot. of Gross Leasable Area
The developer uses a figure of $300 per square foot of gross leasable area to
calculate total receipts of $1.2 billion in retail sales in the mall. That
figure is, in turn, used to calculate retail employment at the mall. The $1.2
billion is based on four million square feet of leasable area at an overall
sales ratio of $300 per square foot. The Urban Land Institute, in its Dollars
and Cents of Shopping Centers survey conducted every three years, reports that
the upper two percent of all super-regional malls in the U.S. currently achieve
sales ratios of $233 per square foot for department stores and $331 per square
foot for mall specialty stores. If these ratios are applied to the planQed mix
at the mall (1.4 million square feet in department stores and 2.6 million
square feet in specialty outlets), the resulting overall sales ratio would be
$297 per square foot.
Sales Per Employee
The developer uses ratios of sales per employee to calculate retail employment,
hotel employment and amusement- employment. The $90,000 per employee for retail
sales seems to be low for the kind of retail facility Triple Five is proposing. In the Census of Retail Sales for 1982, establishments with high sales
volume did $124,030 sales per employee. When that number is adjusted to FTE
employees and for inflation between 1982 and 1985, the number is closer to
$180,000 per employee. Therefore, the Triple Five numbers would appear to
overstate the potential retail employment at the mall. However, for retail
sales off-site, the $90,000 would appear to be a reasonable average. The
effect of making these adjustments is to reduce retail employment at the mall
while changing the retail number for the state as a whole only slightly.
In addition, the $45,000 used for all other sectors appear to be slightly
high. Using numbers from the Census of Service Industries and adjusting in
similar manners, $35,000 would appear to be a better number. The net effect of
all of these adjustments is to leave the new jobs virtually unchanged (30,670
now instead of 29,443) but reducing jobs at the Mall of America to 21,284.
This means that the same number of jobs will be created but they will be more
dispersed throughout the region with more in services and fewer in the retail
sector.
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Employment Multiplier
The multiplier of 1.6 provided to Nichols Management by the Department of
Energy and Economic Development is a weighted average of all industries in the
U.S. Department of Commerce 83 sector input/output table. That input/output
table is based on 1977 data and was released in 1984. It is reasonable to
assume that the employment multiplier used for the mall would be lower for
several reasons. While the revenue to employment ratio for the direct jobs
created by the mall is high (retail trade, eating and drinking, amusement,
etc.), ratios in the indirect sectors are a conservative 20 percent lower
(transportation, public utilities, manufacturing, etc.). Second, unlike the
U.S. economy, the Minnesota economy would lose jobs out of state--for example,
the production of plastic cups used in the mall. Finally, because foreign
trade is a larger factor in the economy than it was in 1977, the multipliers
would also tend to be lower. An estimate of 1.3 may be more reasonable than
the 1.8 used by the developer or the 1.6 weighted average used in the
preliminary Department of Energy and Economic Development analysis.
PPOOOA/PROTX3
11.08.85
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HARRISON PRICE: COMPA ~y

November 6, 1985

Mr. Carl Ohrn
Metropolitan Council
300 Metro Square Building
7th and Robert
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
Dear Carl:
In response to our telephone conversation today, this letter
contains supplemental information requested by your office relative to our recently submitted report on the proposed Minnesota
International Center.
Impact of EPCOT on Central Florida
With reference to the revised version of.Table 22 forwarded
to you last week, the following additional text applies:
"Table 22R also shows net total visitation to all major
Central Florida attractions, including the Disney operations,
after factoring out the high incidence of visitation shared by
Disney World-Magic Kingdom and EPCOT (most visitors to the Disney
complex enjoy both attractions).
As indicated, addition of
unduplicated attendance at the two Disney facilities to aggregate
attendance at the 10 other major attractions yields a total
regional park volume dropping from a pre-EPCOT level of 20.4
million to 17.8 million as of 1984.
The 2.6-million visit differential over this period was a gain for EPCOT at the expense of
all other parks."
Data Sources
Certain table9 in our report carry the source notation
"Harrison Price Company" and no other.
In most of these cases,
for examples Tables 11 through 16, data shown are extrapolations
or projections by HPC and we are properly credited as the sole
source.
There are two instances, however, where data have been
drawn ~in part from external sources not cited.
Attendance and
market penetration data for selected attractions, as presented in
Tables 21 and 22 have been obtained by HPC directly from management of -the facilities named over a long period as a result of
our association with these companies. Theoretically, the figures
shown are verifiable by contacting the individual attractions
listed; however, these attractions historically have tended to be

876 Soulh Bronson iH'etlue. Los Angeles. California 90005

Telephone 213 9373457
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HAr.:::USON PRICE COMPkNY
Mr. Carl Ohrn
November 6, 1985
Page Two

reluctant in releasing pUblicly what they consider to be proprietary information. Tourist market size figures shown in Table 21
were derived in two ways:
either directly from local tourist
author i ties where official estimates are available (as in San
Diego or Orlando), or extrapolated by HPC based on past work we
have conducted in these areas (as in Baltimore and Boston).
Ride Capacities
In response to your request for comparative r ide capacity
information as a supplement to our discussion of Tables 12 and 13
in the report, the following should give you an idea of the
disparity, between the amusement operations at MIC versus major:
free-standing parks:
Total Hourly
Ride Capacity
(persons per hour)
Disney World (Magic Kingdom)
Disneyland
Knott's Berry Farm
Cedar Point

·100,000+
100,000
50,000
95,000

The 10,000 or so hourly units estimated for MIC clearly fall
well short of existing parks in the 3 million-plus annual attendance range.

*

*

*

We hope that these comments will be helpful.
know of other questions as they arise.
Sincerely,

l1i&VJ~r

Nicholas S. Winslow
President

:5J.ML~~
Sharon J. Dalrymple
Vice President
NSW: SJD: su
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*
Please let us
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Table 22
<revised>

ATTENDANCE TRENDS AT CENTRAL FLORIDA ATTRACTIONS
1979-1984

1979
Disney World (Mag ic Kingdom)
EPCOT
Total Disney Parks
f--'
I
f--'

w

Unduplicated Attendance at
Disney Parks 2
Ten Other Major Central
Florida Attractions
Total All Major
Attractions

1
2

Total Attendance (thousands>
1980
1982
1983
1981

13,800

13,800

13,200

---

---

---

13,800

13,800

13,200

7,900

7,900

12,000
19,900

12,600

1984

11,500

10,700

11,300 1

10,500

12,600

22,800

21,200

7,500

7,200

6,700

6,200

12,600

12,900

_ 12,600

11,800

11,600

20,500

20,400

19,800

18,500

17,800

*

First full year of operation (opened October 1982).
Total attendance is divided by average visitor length of stay on-site (1.75 days from
1979 to 1982 and 3.4 days thereafter).

Source:

Harrison Price Company.

APPENDL _

IMPACT OF MEGAMALL ON MINNESOTA ECONOMY. NOV. 4. 1985
Analyais of DeneflbJ Created by l1egamall Development (Developer's J\SslUiptions)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~·J·illf§4_lmnlJQIl§}:

_ _ _ f~I(!I~nt~- - C..o ns t fucl i on
. Pedod L
__
hy--¥ear
4,551
11,715
0,603
2,151
3,385
3,514
3,459
1,004

19116
I

FpllY
Qperationa 13

!1I1}

1~1l0

1!J1E}
1 !J ~)O

1 ~)ln
I ClI)2
I :":I}

JILct!yldugUncome 'J'axgL
Const rnct! on
Pedoa l
FuU:'l
by year
~ratiQlla13

_

Fully
QnQrationa13

('-0 rmrntlQILlnC()m!L1'illH~;2_
Construct~on

Period.
Fully.
_.Qtlea_f_ ~rg!jillilllj

$ 5

$ 1

14

15
12

3
2
1
1
1
1
1

11

3

5
6
6
6
5
1

4
5
5

2

$40

27,539

'1\')l"i11

_nY-.X~ea~r~_

·j·ali~es"'__

$ 5

199,1
199~i

ilill es
Construction
Period L

_

$ 6

$37

$51

$59

-.

$11

I'V
I
.-'

Analysis of Benefits Created by Hegamall
(Reduced 'lbudst Nluloors)"

fl!cl~nt.l
9,003
~l\ll

Developn~t

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~'J'fllies 4 (mill ions)
~ale§5
('nrDQ£Qt!Oll
Indlylillilll

$10.0

$2

$14.0

.

nllnhers for 1995 since only operational phase affected by reduction in tourists.

l'l\ltill wage and salary enployment increase (full tine jobs) due to building of project: Note that jobs in yeara cannot be
atl(k"tl since in each yeac the liuuLer of jobs is the difference between the control forecast and the sf IIlU la tI on.

:'19Q6-1993
:11995
.Illi)sed on year collected.

,.
.l

fncludes tax on notor vehicles.

Sourcel MInnesota Depadment of Revenue
Research Office

.-

Percent of Daily Tourist Expenditures Spent Across Various
Sectors Assumed by Minnesota Forecasting and Simulation Model

Sector
Food
TObacco
Apparel:
Chemicals
Petroleum Products
I
Insurance
Eating & Drinking (markup)
Rest of Retail (oorkup)
Wholesale (Markup)
Betels
Personal Services
Amusement & Recreation
Medical Services
other

Visitors Lodging

SIC

~rcial

20
21
23

1.96%
.55
.78
1.06
3.90
1.51
28.69
7.93
3.58
41.20
1.41
2.96
1.69
2.78

28
29
63 & 64
58
52-57,59
50,51
70
72,76
79
80

Visitors Z,laking
1 pay Trips
2.04%
1.53
2.16
2.89

7.39
3.82
28.52
18.76
6.96
3.95
3.86
6.66
4.63
6.83

Note that expenditures in Eating and Drinking and RBst of Retail and Wholesale are
only markup; res~ of money expended accrues to producer sector.

Source: Hinnesota Departrr:ent of Revenue
Research Office
.
NoveIrber 4, 1985
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Appendix 3
Table 1

Out-Of-state Tourists

Total Cut..(1f
State
Tourists

or

Visitors

. .mil U orrs-

1.66c
2.B3 c

7.76 b

fUng

from Other
Aotivities a
·:;1 l"lions-

stay
""iTlUli ons-

:; .9~-b

11.53

~'-li

~tendlng

Minnesota

6.13

Visitor-Days

Tourists

Tourists

New io

-millIons':

Which:

0.55 0

O,94 d

".

('11&:5:

Hotel
f~eteil
~.;ilusement

Expe~nditure$

n.a.

n. a.

X

2.04 f

1.2SQ

x

n.fl.

. .34f

-1:02f

2.40e

x
x

Convention

.649

.219

(1985 $)

G~t-of-St8te

Convention

Delegates
out-of"state Retail
Visitors

a~t-of-State A~usement

315.01)

425.01

Visitors

Tot.al

Distribution of Out-Of-State

~e>-!1di bras:

On-Site
Hotel

54.81

..m

Convel"ltion
R.~tall

.Ji1

2'55.0 n

PJ'TIusement

J.27.5f
9.6 0

19.2°

42.51"
., "'0
),4-

-137.1

329.0

4.5.7

.4:r

49,SQ

459.4P

Total (on and off-site)

.ffi

1

7&.4

46.1
---

186.9

--:.-

':ee footnotes on following page.
''''lures:
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rcotnotes to Table 1
at

Alth~)gh

d.
e.

10% of amusement and retail tourists,
eUOrooo new delegates @ 3.5 days = 4 Clicxs,
c~t of state retail visitor$ = 3.4 mi~llc~t Allocated 60%,

it is likely that SOft'e tou.rists may shift activities tel the Mall, it is
expected that much of the expenditures related to th$t shl ft will rl;SlJl t iii rtt!'U
.Lf)crsm€iital incane to the state.
b. Out of state convention delegates plus 60% of amusement flnd retail tCltJr ists f
9.- 30% of 8.f11lJSement and r~tail tourists.

t.

g,

n,
i,

j.

k.
1.

'3(~,

10% to the three

colurrns.
Chi ttre basis of 6 mjllion visitors with amusement as primary pu.rpose l 2,1.3 million

be

~il1

out-of~state.

600,000 @ 3.5 days f;.~ $150.
Refer to June report for calculatiCfl, Ir1Cludes no provision foI'

expenditures by
stata.

out~of~state

aVl~y-frc..."'11-s.ite

visitors snct therefore msy understate income impact to

EXcludes $29.5 m.illicn attributed to avoided out~of-state eXL~nditures by I<Unn~sota
residents.
.
Excludes indirect income generated by new tourism ~cti\rity ~iid "import svb.stitution"

effect of avoided out-of-statB expenditu1es by VJrr,esota residents.

(ki-slte hotel capacity is far short of new tourism-induced requirements.

rEVenues based on 2 1 000

roo~

® 7~% utilization @ $lCC

p~r

room night

~ ~5

~ctel

days per

j/eB.!' •

M.

n.
f).-

p.

q.t

~.

HO$t of revenues acc1uing to cc~ventl~1 facility will be derived from event
organizers. No proYislcn has been made for these receipts in the income impact to
the state ..
8~$ed on distribution of (~t 30%, 10% to t~~ee tourist categories.
8.ased on 2.1,'3 million ctJt~Qf-state visltot$ ~ $l.S per mall visit. Allocated 60%,
-~~t 10% to three tourist categories.
R~.idual convention-related expendltu:t'es net of on-site hote.l receipts plllS 80X
off-site amll$ement-related expenditures net 0 F t'oot.."'iote 17.
20% of off -site amusement-related ex~-ndituresI net of footnote 17.
AS3UThS$ $2~OO spent off-site by tourists srJfting from otr~r activities.

;ot)rc~:

Dr

t-lir.:hol$ Applied Management
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Table :2
Receipts (mlllicns 1985$)
Hall Induced Receipts
--_ .... -----_ -....-..---...--...--"' ...
.. ".,.-----_ .. ------_.,.
Remainder
Net

..... ,.... ....

Total

_------------.,..~

~;ocm.inqton

en-Site

Oi-Site

Gut-of~statee

Metro

of StBte..

Re$ld~~t$

Visitors

...

Hotel

Con\{~.nt.i on

Ret&il
Pmusement

425.0
32.0 f
1 "'4 ,v
\.l.
.1.>....

Direct

.Total

62";4j

511.8

1051.0-

Jl.5.3K

Indtrect
Toti;il

a •.
b,

d.
e,

~ee
~~

Table 1, footnote 1,

Ta.ble 1, footnote m;

4- li;.;illion sq. ft. ~ $JOO/sq. ft, The latter f'lQJl'e is consis~ent wi ttl (!'lest t:e'iilonton
~.,gJl esUrrates snd the oerfon1iance of the better supsr-regiof181 shopping centers in
tha U.S.
.
G ~Jlljon visitors @ $15 each.

receipts of tourists shifting frtm other act.ivities. It is ~ssumed that
trlat ~ch of the
~~~enditvres will cOnlpri$e incremental lncc~e to the state.
R:ef,;;:r to footnote o) Ta.ol~ 1.
l~~ludes

b"ie aotivities replaced itT\p1t low tcvrism e:<penditure$ arid

,.r.
Ji.

..
I

j.
(.

Psst.mes entire net .income benefits related to avoided out-of-state eXp2ndi tures by
residents accrues to Mall,
Includes 60% of net convention incoile ($315 million) less Bmc-unt spent on-sHe

¥~nnesota

($54.8 nrillion) plus one-quarter of

a~sement ir~ams

exolusive of

on-sit~

receipts.

Xf;cludes 40% of net convention income, plus one-hal. f of amusement income exclusive

of on-site receipts.

lncludes one.. qlUll'tel' of amusement income exclusive of on.. s.i"te receipts.

Indirect income

~ltjplier

of 0,3.
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Table 3
~all

of America - S~~loyment Generation Esti~~tes

Net txpenditme
EXPv~lditure
Activity Generated Activity Ge.erated Employment
at the ~811 Net EmpJ. oyment
by Mall Tourism
by Mall Tourism
of P.tr.erica to Minnesota
FurctJcns
runcti ons

Gross

(;f.!nil.dons)

($milll ons)

(FTE)

\FTE)

Hotel

2,0009
74d)
13,3301

Convention
Retail

z,oooJ

Pm!Js~ment

Ot'flc.-e

9,30CJ<

Toul Direct

$2,001

27,;70

$1,051

16,357

To tal indirect

iotal

29,443

a.
b.

e00 1 000 @ 3.5 days fii $1.50. Excludes expenditures by convention organi~srs. .
4 iit.ill.ion sq.n. @ $.3CD. Excludes off-sitt;'! expe..nditu1'8S by out.. of~state tOUr-1StS

c.

Based on 6 million visitors. O:rigin of l{isito~s 0-50 miles, 50""%, 5C-1W miles, l.5%t
100-:200 rrJles 1 If)%; more than 200 fililss, 2.$%. E;.;per;-diiuras per day $17, $5U, $75,

the mall.

vi~iting

ar~

seo

xespective1y. One

incr8~~ntal

day

~ssumed fo~

all visitors

withl~

200 mile

radius, two ceys for visitors beyond 200 miles.
:I.

6J)) ; 000 @

3,.5 de ys

@

$150

e. Retail sales attributable to
./..

9.
~.

t.
j.
K.

1.
M.
\l.

out-of~$tate residents. Jncl~~es no p~ovl$lcil for
off-site transportation, accanmodation, food service, and otheI expenditur~s by
Qut-cf~state reside,ts .
Nst of rsdistributicrli Of state l'!or_ sehold expenditures Only 6 purtion of these net
E:;.,:pendi tures acr..rue tel Hall o·f Americ~.
l

1 FTE Per

room,

on examinati~. of other convention facilities.
E~sed on $1.2 bilJion in $cles, $~~,(~ receipts per ~loyee.
£ million vieitors @ $15 pP~ vislt. Sales per employee $A5,L~U.
:2 million sq,ft. ~ 215 sq.ft. per employee.
r-et convention-related inc:xne of $315 lil.illioo 8110Cci tad as t"oUO'tlS; 3H. 7% ;t';;tail,
61.3% services. Assumed rsceipts per ~~loyee1 $90,000 a~d $45f~JO, respectively.
88sed on net ret~dl sales Of $425 million. P..sSl)fT'IBd sales per ernployet:~l $90,000,

$311 mill! en net inOO11e allocated approximately as follows ~ amtJsement $49.:2
retail $D~.O millic~i other} $178,9 milli~{. ReCBipts per ew~l~yee sss~~d

~rlllion;

for the

~.

hot~l

£Stin~t~, baseo

t

tr~ee cat~goTies:

$90,~)O, $45,C~JI

$45,000,

respm:tively.

Assuming employrrent mul tiplier of 0,8. DJ:'8J <.:nd Hetro(JoJit<:in Council

h~ve

[ipplied

figul'e$ elf 0.6 tmd 1,0; rsspectively. P, figure of LO 'Has used in earl.iel' t'{1ctlols
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A series of survey summaries prepareJ by R. W.
Urban Consul t.snts have been Si.Jt.-.pl1t.'O to the

Question 4:

Co~ncil.

We would 11ke to oet'

CODi~s

of the

survey forms used t a description of t.he survey

methodology used, and printouts of the

ra~

data.

The survey methodology involved interviewing (ie.

Rosponse:

intetcsptlng) a tot;;ll of 1,294 individuals f=lreSeflt

in the mall durif19 the period August 3 t.o 5,
1985. These individuals ~ere randomly sel~cted by
the Intervie~ers withoot any strati fication or
quotas set.
The survey responses were keyerJ into an IB'tt-PC and

analyzed u$lng programs developed by R.W. Urban
Consultants. These programs produced the
tabulation p:rint~jts (provided earlier) dlrBotly;
hence, no lIrawlf printouts can be pI'ovided.

Copies

of the questionnaires will be forwarded to the
Council 'in the near future.

Source:

Ni Chdls .applied Mef)aQenr~nt
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Mr. Rebert Hoffman
L.a.rkjn, Hoffman, Daly &. lin~ren

i900

xarxes

Avenue S.

aloanington, Minnesota 554.Sl
t)su BOO:

Enclosed an t'ur+...nel' resp:.nses to the footnote qt-estims in
Tables ,1.. to :; of the. !>fe~politsn COIJncil letter. 1 believe
the' unanswered' footnotes are caver:ed in the details to the
tables sent to you earlisr,.

CbvL:1Jsly, i
Cl:u"!cll

01'

r

'#'e fve

niss-ed: answering eny questicns, the, Metro

yo..;;r. staff' can call us by talepho1e.

We are ll'lOVing 00 to the ot.rel' a:reas, of research and
begin sendirq cur analyses to yro e-arly next wee< ..

h!Y~

to

It would be helpful to met in terms of ~ own schedul.ingt if
you could indi ca,te ~ethe1' I might be, requim to be in
at.t.endarce in Minnesota. in the futI..1xs f , and at '/that approximate
t.imes-..

fII~~

~pet2r c.:

Nichols

F'a.rtrla"

PCNIll

enc.s.
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MatIljpolltan Co,Jr.cl.l Raq1".teSts

POI

Il"Iformation

...Mall of .emeries Projet:tNot2$ to 'Table 1

questir;r,:

t~ist

\lrhat is' the basis for. the

estimat$'?

• examil1ed ex.1sting convent.icn

activity

Ln

Minnesota and Twin

Cities, end the CUl'rtmt .
penetl'.atioo of the co.rwenticn
mal'klrt •

.. raviewed activity levels of othe:
~t~

convention facilities.

• bas~ 00 above t assessed the
pobntial market capture fot the
pl'Oposea facility 1 I:'eCC9f1izing tt'e
tJniqua marketi!)9 features of the
Mall of Amariea.·

. 2. PJrusement

.. reviewed attendance of major
~stnef1t and theme parks in North
AmeriCa,.. and of other· attractions
in Hinnesots.
t reviewed' available touriSm data
penaini..1g. to West E~too Mall.
• analyzed visitor geog:rsphic
di.!tributicn of salected tcuxism

facil.i ti as and events •

.. judgoental extrspolatim of
visito.r ctraw> to t.'1e Hall of
America, with consideratioo for
the population size and
distributicn of the ragi oot the

"~";:,,,,,

uniqueness and year.. l'oond natUJ:e

of t~ Triple Five facility 1 ard
the cem.plemenwy natux& ·:Jf the
adjacent ratal1 and calventilXl
facilities.

;;.. Retail

/I

revie'fied a\!ailsble vis! tor and
expenditu~e' data

for west Edmonton

r.t.all.
• examined re¢onal mar'i'\et pct::ntial
in the Twin Cit.ies" ~imesota, and

out-of-stat¢ axeas.
;) estimated total retail sales
potential fo:t' the fsclllty.

tJ

-----.---

----~---~.

disaggregated
area ...

~

by geogrephic

• divided sales fox eaCli ga-ogxephic
area by aatimstad
sal.iS
per
--A..-.l-oL:.. :;
.....
..e....-...-__.._.

_____ _

~h
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2

Ql,1e:5t!m:

Where·

Response=.

The visitor fig;res provided are shewn in terms of
both in-stata and cut-ot.. st.ate t.ovdsts t The
latuJ:'. es·timates have not been t\Jrther
dU~tad by origin.

~ill

the tourists come from?

We WQUld expect the ma'jor1ty of a.:t-of-stau
visitors to be ettawn fl'C(Q tt'ad1ticnal S ~ of
t~rism and primarily rrQ1t· the mid-¥test ststes.
Pt't'.ibai;)ly in the otde.r· of t~-thiras to
~-ql.mtct1'S of CtJt-of-state visitors will

orl~1r.eta fran within a 5IXJ-;tUle radius of
Slocmington. However', the world-scale natute of
the Mall of ?!merica' and the attendant ma:.4<et.ing
prcmatiett. will seJ:ve to extend the geo9!'apt~ic;
rasch of tCt.ll'ists to Mimesota ..
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W1l1 they spend differently depending on
they cane· fro'n1'

._... -

~:re

The analysis assunes the fo.1;lowing eXj:end.1tJJra

pattern" fot' the visitors to the retail and
emusement. ccmpa'1et'lts:

iotal

E:xpendi tures

?er' V1s.ttor~y

~t·

•

0-.;0: miles fran eloanington
,50.100 m.ilas from Bloc:mingtcn
~200 miles from Blocmington
tpbN' than 200 lniles. frem
81eanington

Visitor..
D3ys

$75

1 day
1 day
1 cay

$QO

:2 days

$11
$5V

Retail.

_lit ...

In-state tourists (.50-200 miles
fran 6loaningtoo)
M..ot-state- tourists
Infomaticn avai.lal:>la frem

s~ys ~:ried

cut at

west Edmonton Mall does r~t crevide sufficient
cfets..il to: ascertain statistiCal differances in

spending f~ various t~ist· origins. However I on
the qasis. of these wrveys 1 it is evide:nt that
tota-l cn..s1te t~ist spending exceeds that of
local.-a:r:aa. vis! tors by .?O% to 100% and' that
off-site spending of Mall t.ot.Jxists exceeds that of
local. residents by a factor of roug,ly. 3..5 to 5.0 ..

s.

-

at the Mall of .america site.
included for. cff·sita expenditures.

~dj~
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cne Of ct.!r. assunpticns is that ne'1f ol..Jt-..{)f-state
tourists and out-o-f-$tata twrists spending &.1

Q~t1on:

extra. day ~CeQU'lt for the net ne;tt expeooitJres ttl
Minnesota. Is that o;)r:rect?
The- allocation of Mt new exper;ditu:rss toMinnesota is as follClws;

Tourists

spending by out-.of...state
Oaiventiro dslagates

~

t-ew rstail spending by l)Jt-of-state

visitor 3

spend.1ng by amusement-ol'ient~
M-of-stata visitors
-spending· cne.. day in M.i.nnesota
-spending b¥o days in Minnesotaa

~

Slb~tota.l

:;15 .0
'",;.-.

425.0
41.4.
240.0

I,o:Zl.4·

~Toutist.s

Avoided OJt...of.. stata 8xpe!lditU!'es
by ~ta· t'2'S.1dents
Total Net Oi.:t"ect Expenditures .

to

~ota

29 •.3

1,050.9

a)

Tourists mora then 2QO miles fr.om Slocmingtof\ ate assumed
to spend two incremental days in Minnesota.
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. ......

~es

to Table 2
;

'llttat a:r11 'tWX estimates as to the potmtial. for
groorlh in tilceipts tn Idrnesota without the,
tourist e~d1tur=- U;) be in~ by the Mall?

What an- YQtJl' ralat.ed asaunptiQ"lS for

pcpulation~

hoJ3etiold f and pe:r3Cflal incane 9.rOlVt~ rate?

lHaC~ccncmi.c projecticrzsor scti vity fQI'
Stat~ of M~ot.a have been carriad ~t.

No

the

However p the ccnsul tants: are CUl'l'ooUy ,reviewing

the culled< for. retail sales activity in ~'e- Metro
area Qtld the State, en the bas-is of hi.stol'icaJ.
~ in·· retsil sales (constant end cutra"lt
dollar~) and. population. 01 the baeis ot
a~ilab~ data, it is our- ~$tanding t.'1at real
"tail sal~- in Mimesota over the ~dods
197Z-l984 t and JSeO-1984 have incr.eased by aboot
,,4~ and. 5.8%a~y.
Retail sales (aiJain in
. real tenns J r~ the Minnespo11s-st. Paul &4SA have
in:reasecl-'by 3.4% anrtJally over the period 1980 to
lS84.. Populstico growth projections for the nine
co.mtiesin the meb:cpoliOIn area prepared by the
M1nnesota- state- Demograj:hy !.hit CQli\l~t to at"ll~al

~- ~~~tfrkr~~~ ~r~a~8~~~rical
ine.t'asses in retail sales pes caplta (in

~l

te:rms} to those- popUlation growth rates to yield
projected retail sales expx-ess~ in' constant
dolla1's.
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Question:

h t are, the sales per squa.rg roat assun ptiai$ (by
SIC) uaed to calo,s lata the total crr-s·1ta recei pb1

An overa ll figure of

$~

sa,m per

~a

foot

has,· been assun ed for the ShC9Ping malL The·
figure r~r based in p~t en the, experl era of West
EOmontcn Mall anti other sup;e r-regi onal malls, and

the JnQrket poten tial. of the Mime sota r:eQiat.

The retai l. ~ 'distr ibutio n by detai led SIC i$ .
re-'3xanined but n!aliz ab.le sale$ per squs~

b~irq

fOot (GlA) by SIC ate shown below .·
SIC

52
53
54

55
56

!IT

l\O~.

SIC, M~
,

~l.'P
Nut

StAld1nt}- mate rials

.59
72
~

78

-r;

60

~

511.06
25.5.2 4

Au~tive

275.21 .

stolWS
rOOd st01""!S
SC1d gas
Appar el and

dealers

.accessat}' s taZ"eS

480.1 8
::S~.28

rum.it:ure t heme

38:3.6 4

eqUipnent
Eatin9 and drinkin9.
place s
Misce llar.e ws

3;$$ .93

a

retai l
Pe.rsm el serv i cas
StJsirle.ss Mrvi ces

Mtrtic npict ul'!s
AAI.l~t and

recna tic.n
lerlic ss
Heal th ~rv~.ces

Ma:..

services
(trav el aQenCies)
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$gUa£;; roat (S)

GSPet'al ~!'C!"t.s.ndisa

furn.ish.1~

58

Salas Per

')D7.47

J2.l.5 2
333.88
S.3.Sl

In.66
204.96
2, .322.98

..

-- -- -- -- -- ------,.TEL~EXfpERTS EDMONTON
3.20 CObf ed.sr ation Build ing
1035 5 Ja~p~r Avenue
Edmonton, Albe rta, Canada
T5J 1'1{6
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